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Work of Ihc Accelerator Phyiici Branch at Chalk River

In 1986, a reorganization at Chalk River placed the Accelerator
Physics Branch into a new administrative area. At the same time,
new Canadian Government initiatives emphasized business enterprise
in the exploitation of research and development results. The
inevitable result was that we were no longer able to circulate our
quarterly reports of progress freely to colleagues in other
laboratories.

We have decided to rebuild our lines of communication to other
institutes by issuing an annual technical report on our work. We find
that we can be open about most of our work. In fact, there are very
few restrictions on publication, except when a specific study has been
carried out for a client in a competitive market position. In this
report we cover all our activities, omitting only some sensitive
commercial applications of work which is otherwise fully disclosed.

J.H. Ormrod Branch Manager

Public and Private Funding of Work at Chalk River

Most of the work at Chalk River is funded from Canadian
Government sources. Studies and manufacturing can be carried out
for individual customers under contract, and normal commercial
confidentiality maintained according to the desires of the customer.
Persons and organizations interested in utilizing the skills and
facilities established at Chalk River are invited to contact the Branch
Manager of Accelerator Physics Branch or the Commercial Officer
by telephone at 613-584-3311, by fax at 613-584-2634 or by writing
to:

AECL Research, Chalk River Laboratories, Chalk River,
Ontario, KOJ 1J0, Canada

An Invitation

Readers are invited to comment on the work reported, or to seek
further details, through the authors at Chalk River.

J.A. Hulbcrt Editor
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SOLID IHHO DUOPIGATRON ION SOURCH

T Taylor. J S C. Wills. \l C Douglas and T Iran Ngoc

INTRODUCTION

Reliability is ol paramount importance for industrial ion beam systems.
However. manufacturing processes ollen involve the operation of ion
sources at elevated temperatures with corrosive feeds, which reduce
filament lifetimes.

The duoFiGalron ion source,1 having two chambers, is well suited to
minimizing this problem. The first chamber houses the cathode and
serves as an electron generator for the second PIGing, or reflex are,
chamber where most of the extracted ions are created. Consequently,
the first chamber can be operated on an inert feed chosen to maximize
filament lifetime, while the second chamber is fed the noxious gas or
vapour that gives rise to ihc ion of interest. This principle has already
been applied to a high-current oxygen source2 and has also been
demonstrated with the gases jihosphine, arsine and boron trifluoride as
secondary feeds.' The present paper reports on the operation of a
modified duoPIGalron with vapour generated by an external oven.

ION SOURCE DESCRIPTION

The solid-feed duoPlGatron ion source depicted in Fig. 1 resembles the
earlier Chalk River design.2 However, the PIGing chamber has been
modified to accommodate tantalum heal shields. The plasma is now
confined radially by twelve neodymium-iron-horon permanent magnets
arranged in an axially oriented cusp configuration. A mild steel ring
ai the plasma aperture plate clamps the fringe magnetic fields that
would otherwise lead to radial variations in the plasma density. The
peak cusp induction at the surface of the liners is 150 mT. The arc
power suffices to keep the temperature of the liners above the
condensation point of any vapour that can be generated by the oven.
The permanent magnets and the vacuum seals are water cooled.

An external oven consisting of a lava former with a non-inductively
wound tantalum heater has been added. The heater extends the full
length of the chimney, ensuring that vapour does not condense before

reaching the PIGing chamber The chimney penetrates the PIGing
chamber between two of the cusp magnets. Crucibles of suitable
materials are easily inserted into the oven former. The capacity ol a
crucible is sufficient for a week of continuous operation Because the
oven is well isolated from the PIGing chamber, the oven temperature
is almost completely decoupled from the arc power, simplifying Ihc
regulation of the vapour pressure.

!ON SOURCE PERFORMANCE

The ion source has been operated with various combinations of gaseous
primary feeds and solid secondary feeds. A maximum of approxi-
mately half of the beam current is attributable to the secondary feed,
whatever the primary feed. In most respects, helium has proved in he
the most suitable primary feed. It is chemically inactive and. because
of its low atomic weight, it delivers higher beam currents at lower
extraction voltages, leading to correspondingly higher secondary hcjm
currents. Furthermore, it has a lower arc efficiency. This i& an
advantage, because high arc power is essential to maintain the
temperature of the PIGing chamber heat shields An arc power . >i
2 kW is required to generate a heat shield temperature of 1000 C
Neon has also been used as primary feed to facilitate helium Ic.ik
detection after prolonged operation.

Table 1 summarizes the performance ot the inn source w ith three 5 nur
diameter extraction apertures and an extraction gap of 5 mm The
emitiance has been measured4at 30 kV and is opticallv limited, being
only weakly dependent on the ion species and energy Tvpicjllv. the
rras half-angle of the beam is 15 mrad and the mis hali width <>! a
heamlet at its waist was 0.5 mm, so that the rms cmillan..c for a single
aperture was 7.5 z mm.mrad The rms cmittanee for a e.r«.uljrh
symmetric array of n apertures with a centre spacing ot 7 5 ii:tn î
approximately 30 n' " JT mm.mrad.

Table 1. Solid-Iced duoPIGalrnn performance

Secondary/
primary
feed

Li/Ne
P/He
Ca/Ne
Bi/Ne

Extraction
voltage
(kV)

33
31
38
27

Tola! beam
current
imA)

45
57
47
21

Secondary
Ivuin eunv:
1I1.A!

l i

It*
24

4 2

REFKRF.NCF.S

1 R.A. Dimirkhanov. Y".V Kursanav and V M BlagnvcshJ.-ns'*..
Pnb. Tekh Eksp 1. 30(19641

2. M R Shubaly. R G M a g g s a n d A L Wcedcn.ILIiF.Tr.nis NIK:
SCI N S 3 2 11985) 1751

3. M R Shubalv and R G. Maggs. private eommiiniejiioii . i^??!
4. T. Taylor, M.S. de Jong and W [. Michel. l^Sh Linear

Accelerator Conl Proc . Continuous Electron Beam .•VveScr.ii.T
Facility Report 89 001 iJune 1989) 110 102

pig. 1 Schematic of solid-feed duoPIGatron ion source.



HIGH CURRENT liCR PROTON SOURCH

T. Taylor. J S C Wills. E C Douglas. G V Morin and T T r a n . \ > i ,

INTRODUCTION

Ion sources based on electron cyclotron resonance (liCRj plasma

generators have a number of features U.;a make them attractive:

a) The ion .spectrum may be modified by adjusting operating

parameters.

b) The lifetime of the i<in source is unusually long because the ECR

plasma generator contains no filaments.

c) The requisite feed rate is exceptionally low. which reduces the

pressure in the extraction column and the gas load on the pumping

system.

d) Both the solenoids and the rf power supply can be at ground i( the

waveguide run includes a de break, and this eliminates the need for

a high-voltage dome.

The advantages of ECR plasma generators in (lie production of multiply

charged ions have long been apprc.iated (see, e.g., Ref. 1). However,

the developers of high-current ion sources have only recently exploited

ECR plasma generators. An ECR ion source developed by NTT LSI

Laboratories in collaboration with Eaton Semiconductor Equipment

Division has produced a 200 mA beam of oxygen ions at a current

density .if 150 mA/em2 with an 80% O ' fraction.2 A high-current low-

emiltanee ECR proton source developed for an accelerator injector is

discussed here.

ION SOURCE DESCRIPTION

The configuration of the Chalk River Laboratories ECR ion source is

portrayed in Fig. 1. The WR284 rf line (not shown) incorporates a 1

kW cw rf power supply based on a 2.45 GHz magnetron, a dual

directional coupler for power monitoring and a three stub tuner for
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Frig. 1 Schematic of F.CR proton source

iin(>edancc ni.it>. lung The last 1-. essential be., a use Hie rl J u r j i A . ' : v . . s

ot Uic plasma \ a r \ with the rl pnv.i-r. the !cc«J i.itc and the MU^'III/IK

field configuration

The rl power is introduced I" the plasma ilia ml v r through u two l jyer

window The first l;>\cr. a JO nun UJKK q i u n / plate, j rovidcs a

vacuum seal The second layer, i. 4 mm l.'uciv. !»TI>II nitride plate.

dissipates the heat gi.ncr.iicd in clectr-ris k<cl\.strc;iii;i;ig Ir u i the

extraction column The plasm.i tl..iiul cr sliov»ii here is 100 n.;;i in

diameter and 100 mm long An a \ u ! magnetic lnduclii'ii "I up t.

92 m T is generated In two m ' \ j h i c s.>lci;oids

The extraction colum;. is a inulii aper ture ' . r i 'dc The cenirc l centre

spac ingo l the apertures is 6 5 nun . !iie ac ic l c r j i i on g j p is 6 4 mm and

the decelerat ion gap is 2 .0 mm The .-.pen'.re- in iLc p i j ^ n u electrode

and the d e e d electrode are 4 0 iiin< m di:i!iiLicr j r . J the diatiicicr •! the

aeeel electrode aper tures is ? 5 m:n Tl.c . jpenure^ arc M..i->eJ ;.•

maximize brightness.'

ION SOURCE PERFORMANCE

Prior to the extraction experiments, the plasma ^.cnerjiiT a j - sl.j.jjcd

extensively with dual Langm.i:r prol^es The saturation ;• •:. ^^rrci.;

density and the electron temperature were measured I ' U T ti.e e • "c r)

power range for a variety o | Iced rates Saturation i":i c^rrcijl

densities of up to 325 mA-em" were observed The n.j\jna;;ii

measured electron temperature was 23 cV The j \ i a l Ji-^tr;;';;'.!• T; O]

the plasma was quite umlorm The pbsma distribution w.i- N'rongly

peaked in the radial direction, with a full width a iha l i II. . . \I: : ; .J:II .•!'

about 25 mm. This is undoubtedly attributable to \:;c r j j . j l

confinement of the plasma by the solcnoidal magnetic liciJ The

results were not strongly dependent on the details o! the magr.ciic ficjj

distribution, provided that the bCR condition, correspr';..!!;.^' ; - j

magnetic induction of 87.5 mT. was satisfied within the pij^n;•

chamber and over a surface of substantial area The Icr.^ih oi liic

plasma chamber was varied between 50 and !00 mm Ti. j'..iv;;u

density decreased slightly as the chamber was lengthened

The longer chamber was adopted to accommodate sv. x.\ir

column. Figure 2 shows the beam current densitv transported i

single aperture to a beam stop as a function oi forward, rf power

mass analysis obtained with the system described in Re! -i i- p

against the forward rf power in Fig 3 Both the current dcnv,:

the pro'on fraction increase continuously with r) power Ti.c

current density and the mass analysi- are shown a» .. ::'!ic;i.':; •;

rate in Figs. 4 and 5. respectively The eurrcr ; density anJ :i.c p

traction both decline continuously with increasing iced rate Be

feed rate of about 1 0 seem the ion source becomes unsjat-.c R

almost identical In those shown in Figs 2 5 were obtained «i ; i . a

aperture extraction column levcepl that the leed rate-. u . : k ;r;;

The emittance was rtieasured4 lor a \i;igic .ijx'nurc and ;•>' .: i

array of three apertures At an c\;r.ic;ion \ o ) u r c .•>! 30 >.\ i:.^

emiltancc per aperture was coiiviMeniiv aboi.t " .*• r r.-.-:.

corresponding to an rms divergence ><l S 5 mr.i.i and ,m r-:.^ r.,,;,

0 9 mm The minimum mi-, cmilt.incc lor .1:1 n . .per ..c ^v : . .

svslein with a centre to centre aperture SJMCHV '"' ' ' ^ "'•'• • •"'

to he 15 n ' 7* nun mr.id I he measured i::\nv:v, : i • ., ;

aperture linear arr.n ^.trjt'd bv o;ih 1 2'< Ir-'iu ! \ r-.i^* i. '' . i ;. .

7 "he



DISCUSSION REFERENCES

An ECR plasma generator has proved to be a practical device for
generating proton beams with very high current densities. Ion beams
of 80 mA have been consistently transported from an extraction column
with three apertures having a total area of 0.4 cm2. The proton
fraction of these beams was up to 90%. The observed 8.5 mrad rms
divergence suggests that exceptionally bright mulli-beamlet beams
should be obtainable.

1. International Conference on ECR Ion Sources and Thc:r
Applications, National Superconducting Cyclotron Lahoraiur>
Rept. MSUCP-47, ed. J Parker, December 1987

2. Y. Torii, M. Shimada. I. Walanabc, J. Hippie, C. Hayden and
G. Dionne, Rev Sci. Instrum. 61 (1990) 253.

3. W.S ,pcr, K.H. Berkncr &nd R.V. Pyle, Nurt. Fusion 12
(1972) _ J 3 .

4. T. Taylor, M.S. de Jong and W.L. Michei, 1988 L<«car
Accelerator Conf. Proc , Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Facility Rcpt. 89-001 (June 1989) 110 102.
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RFQl OVERVIEW AND STATUS

G.E. McMichae!

INTRODUCTION

The RFQl accelerator facility is one of the major elements of a Chalk
River program for the development of high-power, low-beta ion
accelerators. As shown in Fig. 1, it comprises a dc injector to produce
50 kcV proton beams at currents up to 90 mA, a radio-frequency
quadrupole (RFQ) linac, and ancillary systems.

The injector incorporates a duoPIGatron ion source operated with a
single or multi-aperture 50 kV extraction column. A column with three
5 mm diam. apertures, at 7.5 mm centre-to-centre spacing, can deliver
up to 60 mA of protons within the acceptance of Ihe RFQ. A column
with four 5 mm apertures is being fabricated, and a limiting injector
aperture will be enlarged, to get to the injector design current of
90 mA. The RFQ (Fig. 2) is a 267 MHz four-vane loop-coupled
accelerator, designed to accelerate 75 mA of protons to 600 keV. The
vanes are 1.46 m long and reach design intervane voltage (78 kV) at
a structure rf power level of 130 kW. Peak surface electric field at
this intervane voltage is 25 MV/m (1.5 Kilpatrick). First low-current
beam was accelerated in the RFQ in July 1988, and it is now operating
at over 55 mA (75% of design current).

HIGHUGHTS OF THE PAST YEAR'S OPERATION

Racetrack Seals

After extensive high-power operation at current densities approaching
5 kA/m, %acuum leaks developed at the vane-to-tank ni.ctrack gasket
seal when the rf remained on for several minutes at half power without
cooling. Details of the replacement, reassembly, alignment and rf field
measurements are given elsewhere. Since resumption of operation in
1989 January, there has been only one minor seal problem, a small

vacuum leak at the end of one vane that was corrected by torquing (he
three end bolls on the inner clamp an additional 5%.

Vane-Coupline-Rings (VCR's)

Dipole fields are suppressed in the RFQ by a pair of vane-coupling-
rings (VCRs) at each end of the vanes (shown in Fig. 2). The VCRs
arc water cooled, and are soft-soldered to the vanes with the soft-solder
making the vacuum-to-water seal. During reassembly after the
racetrack seal replacement, 50/50 lin-lead solder (melting range 183-
216°C) was used for all of the VCR joints (previously these had been
made using Mattisol-E, a 10% silver lin-coppcr solder with a higher
melting range (213-277"C)).

Following reassembly, after a few tens of hours of cw operation at the
design field level, there was a vacuum trip during operation caused by
a water leak at one of the VCR-vane joints. When the RFQ was
opened for inspection, 6 of the joints showed evidence of overheating
or evaporation of solder. The VCR's were modified to increase the
joint diameter (lowering the current density), then reinstalled using
Mattisol-E, which was brush plated with copper more than one skin
depth thick to lower the surface resistivity. They have since operated
at full cw power with no evidence of overheating, proving reliable cw
operation of VCRs.

Dynamic Tuners for CW RFQs

Stcpping-motor-driven slug tuners were built and installed in centre-
ports in two opposite quadrants of the RFQ (the rf coupling loop and
a fixed tuner fill the other two ports). The tuners performed flaw-
lessly at rf power levels up to 7.5 W/cm2 (1.6 Kilpatrick fields at Ihe
vane tips).



Beam Operation

At 1.5 Kilpatrick, PARMTEQ predicts that with a 90 mA beam input
to tlie RFQ (normalized rms cmittance < 0.05 ir.cm.mrad). the output
current should be 75 mA (transmission 85%). Higher transmission
(more than 92%) is predicted at input currents below 50 mA. To date,
we have been limited by the injection system to an input current of just
over 60 mA, and have measured greater than 55 mA with a toroidal dc
current monitor after the RFQ. The normalized rms emitlance of the
output beam (measured in the bend-plane of the injector 60° dipolc
magnet) is 0.048 jr.cm.mrad, in good agreement with the PARMTEQ
design predictions. Energy analysis of the 6i 0 keV output beam shows
an energy spread of 50 keV (full width at half maximum).

Single/Multi-Beamlet Operation

Initial operation with a three 5 mm beamlet source was very
unsatisfactory with transmission 35% for a 5 mA beam. A single-
beamlct source (5 mm aperture on axis) was attached and there was an
immediate improvement in transmission to 80%. Subsequent
experiments showed that there was a problem with matching to the
RFQ which could be corrected by additional focusing at the solenoid
magnet just before the RFQ. A higher-current power supply was
installed and demonstrated that > 80% acceptance of a threc-beamlet
beam was possible for input currents up to 60 mA (the maximum that
can be delivered with the present ion source and injector aperture).

CW Klvstrode High-Power Amplifier System (HPAS)

An order has been placed for the development and supply of two
250 kW cw, 267 MHz klystrode high-power amplifier systems, (or
delivery in 1991 September.

New Vanes f< r RFQ1.

At a meeting at Chalk River in 1988 July, Tarlochan Bhatia (Los
Alamos National Laboratory) showed how, using the new design
recipes for RFQs recently formulated at Los Alamos, the output energy
of RFQ1 could be increased to 1.2 MeV. This opportunity to explore
a much different beam-dynamics operating range provided further
incentive for the Chalk River plan to build new vanes for RFQ1 to
investigate new fabrication materials and techniques for cw RFQs.

Design parameters for Bhatia's preliminary design are given in
Table 1, along with the current operating parameters for RFQ1.

The mechanical design is in its final stages, material has been ordered
and fabrication is expected to begin in mid-1990.

After extensive mechanical and brazing rf tests of Glidcop AL-15 alloy,
this material was chosen for the new vanes.

Table 1

RFQ1 design parameters fur the new and original vanes

Input energy (kcV)
Output energy (MeV)
Peak surface E field (Kilpalrick)
Intcrvanc voltage (kV)
Mean bore radius RQ (mm)
Tip modulation factor at exit
Input cmitlance (7T'cm'mrad)

Present
50
0 6
1 5
78
4.1
1 6
0 0 5

New (prelim)
50
1 2
l . f c
73
3 2

0 0 4

Fig. 2 Interior view of the 267 MHz cw RFQ showing vanes,
vane coupling rings and vacuum pumping holes.

FUTURE OF THE RFQ1 PROGRAM

Operation with the new vanes and an ECR ion source are planned for
late 1990. In 1991, the new high-power amplifier system will be
installed and fabrication of a drift-tube linac booster stage will begin.



HIGH POWER RF AMPLIFIER SYSTEM FOR ION LINAC DEVELOPMENT

J.Y. Sheikh and J.C. Brc *n

INTRODUCTION

The 270 MHz high-power rf system at Chalk River is more than
twenty years old. The final amplifier tube RCA2054, is no longer in
production and the failure of the only spare tube has emphasized that
it would be impracticable to upgrade the system for future experiments.
To continue with the ion linac development program and consider
possible experiments such as an addition of a drift tube linac, it became
apparent that a new rf system would be necessary.

The specification for a new system was determined in late 1987 as
follows:

• Frequency
• Number of modules
• Power per module
• Duty factor

267 ± 5 MHz
2
250 kW
0.1 to 100%

The following options were considered for the output stage:

1. Griddcd tubes - Because of our experience with a single output tube,
our preference was that a number of lower-power tubes be
paralleled to give the required output. We found that there is a
wide choice of sources for suitable tubes.

2. Solid-State Devices - Solid-state devices for high-power cw
• plications over 20 kW arc still in development. High-power

devices currently available are rated only for low duty factor.
Derating available devices for safe cw operation would result in a
system cost about double that for a gridded tube system.

3. Klystrodes - Klystrodes are hybrids of klystrons and tetrodes,
conceived forty years ago. Only recently have versions been in
production for UHF broadcast applications.

KLYSTRODE OPTION

Varian-EIMAC has developed a first scientific klystrode lube under a
contract from Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL) with the
following specification:

Frequency
Power
Duty factor
Pulse length

425 MHz (fixed)
500 kW (50 kW avg.)
10 %
10 ms

Figure 1 shows the principal components of a klystrode.

The klystrodc operates in class 8 with an efficiency of 70-75%, and
although related to the klystron docs not require the same complexity
of modulating circuitry to attain this high efficiency. According to
Varian-EIMAC, the practical frequency for klystrodes is
100-1000 MHz.

Protection of a high-power output amplifier stage against high reflected
power when driving into a mismatched cavity is usually provided by
installing a circulator in the rf line between the amplifier output and the
cavity. However, Varian-EIMAC claims that the klystrodc can operate

into a high VSWR load safely by the use of sensors installed in the
output cavity, which would monitor the gap voltage and provide a
control signal to the driver to limit the output power at high VSWR.

A node
Grid flia* \ Electrons

Tail Pipe

Collector

Grid
Cathode

RF In RF Out

Fig. 1 Klystrode schematic.

This should allow the amplifier system to operate at higher output
levels over a greater range of load reactance and phase than is the case
when a circulator is used.

Concerns in choosing the klystrode option include the uncertainty of a
new tube design at a new frequency, energy dissipation at 250 kW in
the event of beam interception by the output structure, output window
and coupling design. The attractions include the advantages of
klystrodes in future high-power applications.

DECISION

After a careful assessment it was decided to proceed with the
acquisition of a pair of 250 kW klystrode systems to be developed and
supplied through Varian Canada. The first system is scheduled for
delivery in 1991 September. Detailed specifications are listed
elsewhere.1 The first system will be initially operated with a
circulator. The cavity gap voltage sensor protection will be tested at
a later stage. The demonstration of safe operation of a high-power
system without circulators will provide a future option for significant
reduction in weight, size and cost. The successful operation of the new
system with RFQ1 will be the first application of klyslrodcs to a
particle accelerator.

REFERENCE

1. J.Y. Sheikh and J.C. Brown, "Specification for High-Power
Amplifier Systems", unpublished report RC-189, 1989, available
from Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River. Ontario,
Canada.



RIQI ION SOURCE AND INJECTOR OPHRATION

'J.M. Arhiquc, M S de Jong, W I.. Michel and M H. Thrasher

INJECTOR DESCRIPTION

The RFQ1 proton injector shown in Fiji. I is designed to supply a
matched beam over a range of current up to 90 mA at a fixed voltage
of 50 keV. The major componcnls are an ion source and low energy
beam transport (LEBT). The ion source, a duoPIGatron,' provides
high currents, at modesl proton fractions (30% 407c). The LEBT
matches the beam from the ion source into the RFQ, and also separates
the unwanted H2 + , H3 + , and argon ions from the proton beam in a
60" dipole magnet.

The LEBT consists of three magnetic elements:
a) A solenoid (70 mm bore, 155 mm lenglh, induction 0.3 T) to

reduce the divergence of the beam through the bending magnet.
b) A 60" bending magnet with a 16 cm gap, and a bending radius of

about O.'j m (63 mT induction) The large gap provides space for
the vacuum chamber walls and water cooled liners. Entrance and
exit pole face angles are cut at 21.5° to provide equal focusing in
the vertical and radial planes.

c) A solenoid (100 mm bore, 197 mm length, induction 0.45 Tesla)
mounted at the RFQ entrance with its exit 0.16 m from the RFQ
vane ends.

All surfaces of the main vacuum tank in direct or scaltercd beam paths
are protected by water-cooled copper plates. Three 8000 L/s diffusion
pumps handle the gas load. Motor driven flap valves over each of the
pump inlets can be used to control the system pressure. A plunging
beam stop (PBS), may be inserted in the transport line, after the
bending magnet for run-up and tuning of the injector, and is retracted
to permit injection of beam into the RFQ- A 5 em diameter aperture
on the PBS limits the emittance of the beam which can be transported
to the RFQ. Viewing ports are located at the exit of the ion source,
before and after the first solenoid, before the straight through beam
dump and at the diagnostics box.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE

matching was improved and the system operated witli the three-
aperture extraction column With the injector matched to the RFQ,
50 mA of beam could be injected, with a transmission through the RFQ
of 85%. A higher current could be transmitted less efficiently by
"over matching" the injector. The PBS aperture is the principal beam
limitation and will be enlarged to allow operation with larger emillance
sources. The LEBT bending magnel requires the addition of pole (ace
corrector coils io attain stigrrialic focussing and further improve
matching to the RFQ.

INJECTOR DIAGNOSTIC MEASUREMENTS

Electrically isolated beam stops and beam limiting apertures in the
LEBT provide the means for rough measurement of intercepted
current. Transmitted currents arc measured by dc toroids. With the
PBS biased to suppress secondary electron currents the RFQ
transmission can be determined to ± 5 %

"Relicon" cameras are used for measuring beam size and position.
Figure 2 shows a side view o( the beam from a three aperture source,
0.33 m downstream Irom the extraction column. The source has been
matched for minimum beam divergence (corresponding to minimum
emittance from a multi-aperture source). The base!" e has been
corrected and the intensity fits three equal gaussian line shapes. The
widths of the bcamlcls obtained from the filled Relicon scans can he
used to estimate hcamlet divergence and beam cmiltance The heainlci
divergence is estimated as 30 mrad and the resulting normalized
cmittance is 0.27 7rem mrad or 61 % of the RFQ acceptance.

The irncr-bcamlct spacing at the Relicon is more than twice thai at ihe
column apertures, indicating a divergence close to 15 mrad We
suspect that this divergence is due to inter beamlet space charge
repulsion effects in the extraction column accelerating gap

REFERENCE

Following initial tests with a single-aperture source extraction column
which revealed a deficiency of the RFQ entrance solenoid current,

M R . Shubaly and M.S. deJong, "High Current DC Ion Beams
JEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. NS 30, No 2. (1983).

Fig. 1 RFQ1 injector Fig. 2 Retieon profile for 3-heamlel source
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RFQl STRUCTURE AND CW OPERATION

J.Y. Sheikh, G.M. Arbique, A.D. Davidson and T. Tran Ngoc

Initial conditioning of the RFQl tank was accomplished by using
pulse and cw mode rf.1 After the first conditioning, it operated
almost spark-free at peak surface fields of 26 MV/m (1.6 Kilpatrick),
and accumulated over 100 hours of high-power cw operation, at peak
surface fields greater than 1.4 Kilpatrick. After a vane-to-vane
racetrack seal replacement, when the vanes were re-installed without
abrasive cleaning of the tips, it was significantly harder to break
through the multipacloring levels, but after overcoming the
multipactoring the conditioning went more rapidly and the
conditioning time was reduced from 60 hours to 30.

DESIGN DETAILS

Vane-Coupling-Rings (VCRs)

RFQl has a pair of vane-coupling-rings (VCRs) at each end of the
vanes to suppress dipole fields, and tuning posts on the tank end
flanges to compensate for the frequency perturbation of the VCRs.
The hollow VCRs are water cooled and soft-scIJered to the vanes.

The following components are mounted on the center ports of the
RFQl and scaled to the tank by means of an inner knife edge copper
gasket rf joint anJ an outer O-ring vacuum s<-al.

RF Drive Loop

The drive loop is shown in Fig. 1. At zero rotation angle, the loop
is slightly overcoupled. Final adjustment of the reflection coefficent
can be accomplished by rotatii g the loop or by adjusting the insertion
by changing the thickness of the copper rf seal gasket.

- The loop conductor has an enlarged web to ra.se the sector
frequency to that of the other three sectors.

- The main assembly consists of inner and outer conductors. These
are water cooled and insulated by a ceramic cylinder which is air
cooled.

- Standard transmission line adaptor components link the drive loop
to the main RF line.

Static Tuners

Operation b egan with static tuners in three of the center ports and the
drive loop in the fourth port.

- A water-cooled tuner head has a diameter of 96.42 mm and the gap
between it and the center port on the tank is 1.0 mm. Machining
of the tuners to set their projection into the tank segments was done
to flatten the segment fields during final tuning.

- Each tuner has a 36.S mm center hole equipped with a quartz
window at the outer end that has been used for beam diagnostics
and inspection of the RFQ vane tips.

D to/1

*trn ffvrr vauMC am&rsffmt ttar

Fig. 1 The rf drive loop assembly

Dynamic Tuners

In more recent operation, stepping motor driven slug tuners replaced
two of the static tuners in opposite quadrants of the RFQ. The tuners
performed flawlessly at rf power levels up to 7.S W/cm2 (1.6.
Kilpatrick fields at the vane tips). The tuners are 96 mm diameter
and have a 40 mm total stroke. During the tests they were inserted
9.6 mm and retracted 7.6 mm from a position flush with the tank
wall. Moved in tandem, the two tuners changed the tank frequency
by 625 kHz (more than 3 times the frequency shift in RFQl in going
from zero to full power). Moved in opposition (one inserted, the
other retracted), a dipole field of up to 10% is introduced.

The dynamic tuners are sealed with metal bellows isolated from rf
currents to avoid damage. Vacuum pumping holes to evacuate the
trapped volume have a depth to diameter ratio of 1.4 to eliminate rf
current penetration.

REFERENCE

1. E.G. Chidley, G.M. Arbique, R.M. Hutcheon, G.E.
McMichaei and J.Y. Sheikh, "RF Tuning and Initial CW
Operation of RFQl", European Panicle Accelerator Conf.,
Rome (1988)
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RFQI DESCRIPTION

The general specification for RFQI is given in Table I.

Table 1

Particle
Output Energy

Output Current

Duty Factor
RF Frequency
Peak Electric Field

RFQ length
RFQ Bore (r0)

Protu
50 keV (dc injector)
600 kcV (RFQ)
90 mA (dc injector)
75 mA (RFQ)
100%
267 MHz
1.5 Kilpatrick (beam dynamics design)
2 Kilpa'.rick (thermal design)
1.5 m
4.13 m

RFQI has a four vane loop-coupled structure, with OFHC copper vane
tips. The cavity is constructed of mild steel and is electroplated with
about 100 microns of copper. Extensive cooling through the body of
the RFQ cavity ensures that the interior temperatures arc less than
100°C. At 1.5 Kilpatrick the total heat removed is 130 kW (90 kW/m)
and heat fluxes on the tank walls and vane sides are 7 W/cmJ.

BEAM OPERATION

At the design inter-vane voltage of 78 kV (i.e., peak fields of 1.5
Kilpatrick or 25 MV/m) the PARMTEQ code predicts that for a 90 mA
input beam to the RFQ the output current should be about 75 mA (i.e.,
a transmission of 85%). At input currents less than 50 mA,
transmissions in excess of 90% arc predicted.

Input and output currents from the RFQ are measured with toroidal dc
current monitors. Currents can be measured to better than 2%, which
determines the structure transmission to better than 5%. Initial low
current runs with a single-apcrturc source yielded accelerated currents
of up to 15 mA through the RFQ. Transmissions in excess of 90%
were achieved, in agreement with PARMTEQ. Higher current runs
have been limited by the injector. The highest current accelerated has
been with a 3-apcrture source. Properly matched to the RFQ this
source can inject about 53 mA. Accelerated current is about 45 mA
(85% transmission), in excellent agreement with PARMTEQ. By
operating the source above match, accelerated currents of just over
55 mA have been achieved. A seven-aperture source did not yield
higher accelerated current because the plunging beam stop aperture
intercepted a large fraction of the proton beam.

RFQ MEASUREMENTS

The normalized rms cmittance of the RFQ output beam, for a single-
beamlct beam in the radial plane of the injector 60° bend magnet, is
0.036 x-cm-mrad. The single bcamlct input cmittance is about 0.008
T-cm-mrad, indicating an effective cmillancc growth factor of 4.5.

Figure 1 shows the on-axis energy spectrum for 34 mA of accelerated
beam from a threc-bcamlet input beam, measured at the design inter-
vane voltage. The measurement was made using a 45° magnetic
energy-analysis system. The energy resolution was 0.01, and the
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Fig. 1 Energy ipcctnun of RFQI output beam

absolute energy calibration is estimated to be about ± 10%. The
spectrum is characterized by a single peak at 600 keV with a width of
about 50 keV (FWHM). There are also some low energy peaks, three
orders of magnitude smaller.

Energy spectra at lower intcr-vanc voltages show the peak energy
remains close to 600 keV. The lower energy peaks, however, increase-
in magnitude, as the longitudinal acceptance decreases. At 1.2
Kilpatrick the 600 keV peak is down from that shown in Fig. 1 by
15%, the FWHM is decreased by about 1/3, while the base is
broadened on the low-energy side. The most prominent low-energy
peak, at ?i>0 keV, has an intensity approaching 70% of that of the
600 keV peak, with a FWHM of less than 10 kcV.
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Fig. 2 Transmission as • function of power for RFQI

Figure 2 shows the transmission of the RFQ versus inter-vane vollagc.
Transmission falls off slowly at first but is decreased to under 70% at
1.2 Kilpatrick. Transmission improves with higher intcr-vanc voltages,
but over-heating on the vane seals limits higher power operation al
present.
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RFQI DIAGNOSTICS AND CONTROL

B G. Chidley, C M . Arbique, W.L. Michel and B.H. Smith

RFQI DI\GNOST1C DEVICES

Emittanec Measuring Unit

The Emiltance Measuring Unit (EMU) is used to measure output beam
quality of the R.FQ. The beam strikes a water-cooled beam stop
containing a molybdenum slit. The slit transmits a portion of the beam
to a Faraday cup with a second slit so that lhc beam can be analyzed
as a function of position and angle. The slits can be arranged for
measurements in either the X or the Y plane.

The primary slit, 0.13 mm wide by 10 mm high, may be scanned
horizontally and vertically over a total range of 150 mm. The slit on
the Faraday cup is 0.15 mm wide and the Faraday cup assembly may
be scanned over a lotal range of 75 mm with respect to the main slit.

The main slit has water-cooled swirl lubes and is capable of absorbing
ihc full output beam of RF01. It is not necessary to cool the Faraday
cup because of the low fraction of the beam transmitted to it.

The positioning motors are controlled by an IBM PC and the Faraday
cup current is read by a Kcithley low-current amplifier and recorded
in the PC. \ computer program allows a complete beam scan to be
done automatically.

A number of problems limit the usefulness of the system and these are
being resolved. The system was originally very slow, being limited by
the speed of an autoranging pico-ammeter used to read the Faraday cup
current. Replacing the meter with a current amplifier allowed a
continuous scan, rather than moving the cup to a discrete position and
remaining there while the reading was determined. A related problem
was that the cup position, determined by counting pulses sent to the
.stepping' motors, became unreliable as motor speed was increased. The
nioii'rs were replaced, am) the position controlled directly by the PC,
using a linear potentiometer for position indicator.

Measurements may be made either of horizontal emittancc fX.X') or
iif vertical emiltancc (Y,V), although switching from one to the other
requires ih.-it the unit be opened to rotate the slits. To date only
horizontal scans have been done. The vertical extent of the beam is
considerably more than the slit height, so to integrate over the Y
coordinate a series of runs must be taken. With the present beam stop
the cooling tubes limit lii- height of the slit that can be used, so a new
beam stop is being built for X,X' measurements and the present beam
strip will eventually be modified to allow a longer slit for (Y,Y')
measurements. A typical (X,X') measurement is shown in Fig. 1.

Parametric Current Transformer

Bcrgn/ de hoarn current monitors were installed at the RFQ entrance
and exit ports. These devices are non-intercepting and have a current
ringe of -250 mA to +250 mA with a frequency range of dc to
20 kHz. They have an absolute accuracy of + 0 .1%.

The monitor consists of toroidal cores with a primary signal which
drives the cores to saturation in both directions. Two secondary coils
are wired in opposition so that in the balanced condition no output
signal results. The beam current pusses through the toroid and

unbalances the saturation so lhat a second harmonic component appears
in the secondary windings. A feedback circuit adjusts the current in a
single turn feedback line to restore the balance, and this current is
equal to the beam current.

The toroids have magnetic shields, but are sensitive lo stray magnetic
fields such as. from the bending magnet. A zero offset is established
after all magnets have been turned on. The device reads only current
flowing through the aperture of the loroid, so although a metal beam
lube may be used, it must have an insulating break to prevent ground
currents from flowing on the tube walJ.

Similarly, backslreaming electrons will influence the reading, but
pi Wdcd the beam does not strike a surface near the instrument this
should not be significant.

Beam Slop Current Measuring Devices

Most of the beam intercepting surfaces in RFQ1 are isolated from
ground so that the beam current falling on then can be measured.
These are:

Entrance port solenoid
Entrance port solenoid beam plate
Straight through beam slop
H2H, beam stop
Fractional energy beam stop
Exit port beam plate
Plunging beam stop
Collimalor top
Collimalor bottom
Collimalor left
Collimator right

I.
i

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12. Main beam stop

These devices arc grounded with 1, 10, or 100 ohm resistors and
typically will have a voltage of between 0 and 100 mV. The readings
are accurate to about 10%. The signal is subject to errors due lo
secondary emission, so some inconsistencies are present, but they do
provide a useful guide for adjustments of the system.

Energy Analysis Magnet

The RFQ will transmit beam of all energies, so (he presence of an
output beam is no guarantee that beam is being accelerated by the
RFQ. A magnetic analyzer is used lo provide a rough measurement.
A typical energy measurement is shown in Fig. 2.

Optical Beam Sensors (Rclicons)

Ionization of the residual gas by the beam allows the beam to be
observed visually. The light intensity is affected by residual gas
composition and pressure, so optical measurements arc not a reliable
measure of beam current. However, they are a useful measure of
beam size and position.

The light intensity depends on the beam energy. It is a maximum in
the 50 to 100 kcV range, which makes it a suitable device for injector
diagnostics. For 50 kcV protons the intensity is sufficient at currents
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Fig. 1. RFQ1 emittance

produces a line scan of the beam which is converted lu a table ••'.
intensity at 256 positions This can He displayed as linear uitcfisi.v
plots or saved for later analysis

X-ray End Point Measurements

X-rays are generated by electrons accelerated between surfaces at
different potentials in the RFQ The most energetic of these will occur
in the region of the highest electric potential difference across the
intcrvanc gap. This will give rise to Bremsstrahlung radiation w-ith aii
end point equal to the peak inlervane voltage

The x-rays are measured with an intrinsic germanium detector located
at the side of the RFQ To limit the counting rate, it is necessary t<.
use an aluminum attenuator and place the detector ahout 5 me'.res away
from the RFQ. End point energy can be determined within ±0 5 kV
and the measurement is local enough to be able to delect longitudinal
field tilts in the RFQ

The design inlcrvane voltage is 78 kV and the spectrometer is
calibrated using the 60 keV gamma ray of Am'4 and the 122 keV
gamma ray of Co'1.

RFQi CONTROL AND DATA ACQUISITION' SYSTEM
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Fig. 2 RFQI energy spectrum

> 5 mA and gas pressures 5 10 s torr.

The system uses two Rcticon LCI902 line scan cameras to view the
beam, one looking at the horizontal profile, the other looking at the
vertical profile. The present configuration has a pair of cameras
viewing the beam at the exit of solenoid tt\. An alternative position for
the cameras is between the end of the dc column and the entrance to
solenoid #1.

The RFQI control and data acquisition system provides a display of
accelerator parameters, and a permanent log of variables and performs
interlock and control functions.

The I-O interface is accomplished with dedicated computers built by
Taurus Computer Products. They contain an 80186 CPU with an 8087
numeric processor and a variety of analog and differential inout-output
boards. These computers monitor their input lines and maintain current
values in a data table and output values on the output lines
corresponding to the table entries. All input and output lines are via
terminal boards which contain signal conditioning circuits, circuitry for
AD590 temperature sensors, etc. There is a total of 229 I-O channels
in use at present. There are two computers, one for the injector and
associated systems, the other for the accelerator and d systems. In
practice, interconnections between the two systems were unavoidable.

The user interface is through two IBM AT computers. The IBM
computers are linked to the Taurus computers via RS-232 serial lines.
The IBM's maintain data tables corresponding to the tables in both
Tauruscs. They can display this data on 16 pre-defined screens or on
a user defined display and have the capability to print any screen or
archive designated variables to a log file. The IBM computers can
accept user data and output it via the Taurus's, and performs interlock
checking. To avoid conflicts the IBM's may assume "Master" or
"Monitor" modes w:th respect to cither or both Taurus.

User programs can be written for the Taurus, in addition to the basic
tasks in ROM, but they need to be written in C. The operating
program in the IBM was written in Turbo Basic and may be readily
modified as operating changes occur.

The present Reticon system has amplifiers optimized for speed rather
than resolution. As a result the circuit has poor offset compensation
and poor gain stability. Improvements arc planned. In the present
installation, the cameras are connected to an IBM PC and each
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INTRODUCTION

RFQ1 RESONATOR DESIGN STUDIES

R.M. Hutcheon and R.A. Vokes

SYSTEMATIC RF TUNING PROCEDURE

A stabilized, tunable, high-current RFQ cavity, compatible with
extreme pumping and cooling requirements, has been designed. Design
innovations include distributed pumping, compensated straps, dual
dynamic balanced tuners and a compensated drive loop.

RF RESONATOR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Beam dynamics calculations using a uniform longitudinal field
distribution suggested that up to 1% dipolc component in the electric
field would not reduce transmission by more than 3%, while up to
±5% deviation from the theoretical longitudinal field distribution
should produce only a few percent decrease in current. Thus a design
goal of ± 5% field stability was chosen.

RFQ resonator perturbation calculations were done with the code
RFQ3D to establish the effects of dimensional errors due to probable
vane misalignment and thermal relaxation up to 125 microns. Because
of the short structure length, the required f":ld stability was predicted
to be achievable with only a pair of vane coupling rings (VCRs) at each
end However, ibe increased vane-to-vane capacitance at the location
of the VCK re^L.es the local structure frequency substantially and
produces longitudinal field tilts. This was corrected by inserting fixed
quadrant end tuner plungers to decrease the local quadrant inductance
near the VCRs. In this way, the insertion of the straps had no effect
on the nominal structure frequency or longitudinal field distribution.

The actual structure dimensions were determined using SUPERFISH,
modified for long RFQs (no end effects). Because SUPERFISH
calculates the waveguide cut-off frequency, operating the structure at
the SUPERFISH frequency produces uniform ("flat") longitudinal
fields. The large number of distributed vacuum pumping holes in the
quadrant walls increase the effective quadrant radius and thus the "flat
field" frequency is 1.7 MHz lower than the SUPERFISH frequency.

Calculations of the thermal expansion of the structure gave a cold to hot
frequency shift of up to 400 kHz, and as the system will eventually be
the injector for a drift-tube linac, a frequency tuning system was
required. Modeling of opposite pairs of central tuning plungers using
the RFQ3D code demonstrated that the frequency shifts could be
achieved with acceptable longitudinal field variations. A third tuning
plunger, opposite the drive loop, was installed to correct for small
errors in the drive loop tuning adjustments. All four penetrations into
the centre of the structure (three tuners, one drive port) were made the
same diameter to maintain symmetry for tuning procedures.

The rf power is coupled into the structure via a single drive loop,
which should not perturb the structure fields and should have a
VSWR of about 1.08, ovcrcoupled, to compensate for beam loading
( 20% at 75 mA peak current). The mounting hole for the drive loop
produces a large local increase in quadrant inductance, with
accompanying large azimuthal field perturbations. This was corrected
locally by adding metal, increasing the volume of the loop itself, while
maintaining the desired field coupling.

Because the dimensions of most rf tuning components cannot be
precisely modelled by computer codes, the tuning was integrated with
the mechanical design, construction and alignment procedures.

First the "fiat field" frequency of the accurately assembled structure was
measured before the structure had been copper plated, ensuring that the
correct final frequency could be achieved. The next step was to install
and align the vanes, without straps, such that the field had azimulhal
symmetry at all longitudinal positions, to ensure that, when the straps
were insiillc^, ire currents on them would be minimal. Four simple
fixed tuning plu',gcrs were inserted flush with the wall at the structure
centre and simple flat copper end plates put on each end to produce
symmetric terminations at all locations.

The next requirement was to ensure that the frequency shift, introduced
by the VCRs was adequately compensated by the quadrant end
plungers. The straps were installed, and two end plates of the final
geometry, with adjustable quadrant end tuning plungers, were mounted.
The length of the quadrant end plungers was varied until longitudinal
field distribution measurements showed acceptable flatness. Central
tuning plungers would eventually be used to compensate for frequency
shifts caused by rf or beam heating of the structure.

The final step was to remove one central fixed tuning plunger and
adjust the shape and depth of insertion of the drive loop until the
desired coupling and the previously determined flat field operating
frequency were simultaneously obtained. The azirnuthal distribution
was then measured to test for the expected return to azimuthal
symmetry.

The measured mode spectrum is that expected from a simple,
unstrapped short 4-vane RFQ, with the two n = 0 dipole modes almost
at identical frequencies and well below the n = 0 quadrupole mode. The
measured relative fields at the conclusion of this first tuning operation
showed a quadranl-to-quadrant azimuthal field flatness of better lhan 3%
with operating frequency well above cutoff.

Adding the straps, and retaining the flat copper end plates, the
quadrupole mode frequency dropped to 263.45 MHz. The frequency
shift of 9.0 MHz due to the straps compared well with the estimated
value of 10.8 MHz. The tank was clearly operating weli below cutoff
in this case, from the low field values in the central region. The
longitudinal outer wall field distribution showed field variations were
± 1.5% azimuthally and + 2.5% longitudinally, well within the ± 5%
required.

During the final stages of loop adjustment, it was demonstrated that the
coupling could be adjusted by loop rotation with very little change in
resonant frequency.

After minor changes the final resonant frequency and coupling constant,
for 0° loop angle, were 267.18 MHz and 0.2 (ovcrcoupled),
respectively.
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MAFIA STUDY OF RFQ1

F.P. Adams, M.S. de Jong and R.M. Hutcheon

We huve used the MAFIA codes to study the RFQ1 accelerator.1 The
accelerator structure consists of a section of quadrupole-mode
'rectangular TE,,-like) waveguide 1.5 metres long. The ends of the
structure are designed to terminate the waveguide section and achieve
resonance close to the quadrupole-mode cutoff frequency.2 Vane gap
fields arc then constant along the vanes.

Vane coupling rings (VCRs) electrically short the ends of opposite
vanes together to prevent dipolc fields from mixing into the lowest
mode. The VCRs also produce local capacitance between adjacent
vanes, reducing the structure resonance frequency. End-region tuning
is necessary to achieve the correct structure frequency.

A MAFIA model of unterminatcd quadrupolar waveguide equivalent to
the central cross-section of RFQ1 was developed. Symmetry allowed
us to use a finite segment of a si.'^v- quadrant.3 Boundary conditions
limited MAFIA to finding the resonant modes of the RFQ that have
quadrupolc (rectangular waveguide TE,,-Iike) symmetry and purely
longitudinal magnetic fields at the ends of the segment. The lowest
such mode is the waveguide cutoff mode, which has a purely
longitudinal magnetic field.

A model of RFQ1 was produced by adding end region details. The
model was half the length of RFQ1, terminated by a metal wall at one
end and by a boundary condition requiring purely longitudinal magnetic
fields at the other end. This allowed MAFIA to find all quadrupole
modes of RFQ1 using a model of one eighth of the structure.

The VCRs were included, although their dipole suppression function
was not examined because boundary conditions limited the mode solver
to finding pure quadrupole modes. RFQ1 was tuned to resonate near
waveguide cutoff with the VCRs and end tuners in place, at
approximately 267 MHz.2 The waveguide cutoff frequency calculated
by MAFIA depended on the details of how the smooth curves are
constructed in the MAFIA model, ranging from 265.141 to
269.044 MHz. The measured value lies within this range.

Measured and calculated effects of VCRs and end tuners are given in
Table 1. Earlier analyses had predicted a frequency increase due to
removing the VCR's of 10.8 MHz.2 Experimentally, the quadrupole
mode resonant frequency increased by 9.25 MHz when the VCRs were
removed. Removing the VCRs from the MAFIA model with no other
changes raised the frequency by 12.0 MHz. The rings were modeled
with a square cross section, which may not yield the correct intervane
capacitance. This would decrease the calculated frequency shift.

The calculated longitudinal variation of the vane gap voltage was ± 6 %
at 3.9 MHz below waveguide cutoff.

Radiofrcquency heating of conducting surfaces is proportional to the
square of the adjacent rf magnetic field. Thus rf magnetic fields
adjacent to various components in the MAFIA model may be compared
to heating effects observed in RFQ1.

High magnetic fields are predicted on the outer edges of the VCRs at
the points of attachment to the vanes. Calculated fields here are up to
2.2 times those on the outer walls at the cavity midpoint. The VCRs
were soft-soldered to the vanes (solder bulk resistivity roughly nine
times that of OFHC copper), with exposed solder at the point of

attachment. The predicted local healing was therefore about 15 times
that on the outer walls at the cavity midpoint.

Table 1
Frequency Comparisons

Measurement
Condition

Full Assembly
ofRFQl

Transmission
Line Cutoff

Effect of
End Region

Effect of
VCRs

MAFIA
(MHz)

263.34

267.23

8.53

-12.03

Mess.
(MHz)

267.14

267.14

9.25

-9.25

Diff.
(MHz)

3.80

-0.09

0.72

2.78

High magnetic fields were also predicted in the undercut at the base of
the vane end. Calculated fields here are up to 2.1 times those at the
cavity midpoint. The corresponding local heating of the racetrack seal
in the undercut at the vane end would therefore be 4.4 times that on the
outer walls at the cavity midpoint. The temperature of the racetrack
seal at the vane end has been monitored during operation, and was
found to rise 200°C at design power* (peak fields of 1.5 Kilpatrick at
nearly 100 kW per metre).

We have modelled the RFQ1 accelerator using the rf code MAFIA.
The model has been used to predict the effects of individual elements
of the accelerator structure on the resonant frequency, and the results
agree with observations. Predictions of locally elevated heating were
found to be consistent with observations of component failures and
locally elevated temperatures. This shows that the model is a useful
design tool for high-power RFQ accelerators.
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PHELA - A VERSATILE ELECTRON-BEAM IRRADIATION FACILITY

J. Ungrin, E.R. Gaudette and D.L. Smyth

INTRODUCTION

Energetic electron beams are used in a wide range of industrial
applications. A Pulsed H.igh Energy Linear Accelerator (PHELA) with
an average beam power in excess of 4 kW and a nominal energy of
13 McV has been built at Chalk River and can be used for a wide range
of applications. This no'e describes the irradiation facility, the
operating range of the accelerator and discusses a number of
applications.

FACILITY

The facility consists of the accelerator and its associated rf and control
systems, a beam delivery and scanning system and a thick-walled lead
irradiation chamber. The accelerator and irradiation chamber are
housed in a large concrete vault in the Accelerator Development
Building.

The accelerator is a 1.6 m long, 33 cell on-axis coupled, S-band
standing wave Iinac that was assembled during the medical accelerator
development program in the 1970s. It operates at 3000 MHz and has
the individual accelerating cell lengths adjusted for synchronism along
the entire length. RF power is fed to the structure via an iris in the
central cell. The coupling between the waveguide and the accelerator
is chosen to allow a near-critical match at 13 McV with a 200 mA
beam. Details of the design, cooling arrangement and assembly of this
structure have been previously published.' The accelerator operates in
the short-pulse mode at energies up to 13 MeV and currents up to
200 mA. Pulse lengths of 0.1 to 6.5 ;us arc obtained by changing the
length of the injected electron gun pulse. The maximum pulse repetition
rate is 240 pulses per second. Beam powers of 2.6 MW peak and 4 kW
average are achieved by operating with the 6.5 (is pulse length at
240 pps.

The rf system was developed by Cobcr Electronics for Chalk River and
is based on a high peak power, low duty factor klystron driven by a
pulse forming network (PFN). The klystron is a 25 MW peak. 15 kW
average power Thomson-CSF F2040E. In the PHELA system it is
operated at a peak power of only 6-8 MW. The klystron is driven by
a 6-stage PFN coupled to a 7:1 pulse transformer and typically requires
a negative 155 kV, 135 A pulse to produce the peak output power of
8 MW. This pulse is produced by discharging the PFN through the
transformer via a virtual short produced by a hydrogen thyratron. The
pulse length is fixed at 7.5 /is by the existing hardware but different
rf pulse lengths can be obtained by varying the timing and pulse length
of the rf drive signal to the klystron. TV: drive signal, which is
typically 100-200 watts, is provided by a 1 kW peak, pulsed travclling-
wavc-tubc (TWT) amplifier, which is in turn fed by a 1 watt cw
oscillator-amplifier. The frequency of the oscillator is adjusted to
match that of the accelerator resonance.

Both the pulsed and the average beam power of the accelerator are
substantially lower than the power capability of the klystron. The peak
pulsed beam power is limited by vacuum arcing in the accelerator cells.
At an output current of 200 mA the accelerator is highly beam loaded
with more than 60% of the rf power injected being transferred to the
electron beam. On occasion, a fault may occur in the electron gun and

it will rail to inject a beam pulse into the accelerator As a result the
injected rf power goes entirely into establishing the substantially higher
rf fields in the cavities. Some of the power delivered by the klystron
will be reflected by the accelerator because the coupling is changed by
the drop in beam loading but at a beam loading higher than 65-70% this
sharp increase in fields can lead to severe arcing and to deconditioning
of the structure.

The maximum average power is limited by the pulse repetition
capabilities of the PFN system. At the maximum prf of 240 pulses per
second the duly factor of the accelerator is 0.156%.

The electron gun is based on a commercial, 6 mm diameter, mesh-grid
cathode operated in a triode configuration. The current is switched and
controlled by the grid, which is mounted close to the dispenser cathode
surface. Electron currents of up to 700 mA are injected directly into
the structure at gun voltages up to 40 kV. Typical injection parameters
to obtain the nominal output current of 200 mA are 600 mA at 21 kV.
The original gun modulator was purchased from Cobcr Electronics as
an integral part of the rf package. The minimum pulse length
achievable with this system was approximately 1 us. This unit has been
replaced with a more versatile one developed in-house. Continuously
variable pulse lengths from 0.1 to 10 //s are now available from the
electron gun.

Since the beam is not bunched before injection into the accelerator, the
energy spread is fairly large and the overall transmission relatively low.
An analyzing magnet is installed on the exit beam line and has been
used for determining the energy spectra undera wide range of operating
conditions. The results of these measurements are discussed in a
separate section of this report.

The transmission of about 33% achieved is somewhat higher than would
be expected for direct injection of an unbundled beam. This
transmission has been achieved with the use of a short solenoid mounted
over the structure near the injection end. Transmissions of up to 40%
have been obtained by adjustments in the position and field strength of
this solenoid. Accompanying this improvement to higher transmission,
however, is the unwanted acceleration to higher energies of a larger
fraction of the lost beam. This results in a waste of rf power and
higher radiation fields in the vicinity of the accelerator. The normal
operating conditions arc a compromise between optimum transmission
and minimum radiation fields.

Beam from the accelerator is drilled in a vacuum line about one metre
beyond the end of the accelerator before it enters atmosphere through
a thin titanium window. A solenoid lens is used to control the beam
shape and a scanner with a typical scan frequency of one Hz then
spreads the beam across a width of 40 cm at a distance of 70 era from
the window. Irradiations arc normally done inside a lead-walled
chamber within a large concrete irradiation cave in the Accelerator
Development Laboratory. The purpose of the lead-walled cell is to
reduce the radiation dose to the accelerator components and in
particular to the electronics for the electron gun. The chamber is
directly exhausted to the outside to minimize the effects of ozone on
components in the cell and reduce the delay for safe entry after
operation.
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APPLICATIONS

A major application to date for the PHELA beam has been for the
treatment of gemstones. Topaz, which occurs naturally in a wide range
of colours, is the gemstone most widely treated. Clear topaz, the most
common variety, can be converted to the more highly prized "sky-blue"
colour if it is treated with a massive dose of radiation followed by a
heat treatment. The radiation treatment produces a variety of colour
centres in the gemstone. The unwanted brown colour centres are
removed by the heat treatment, while the more stable blue colour
centres persist. The high energy electron dose required to induce the
required number of colour centres in topaz is of the order of 30-40
megaGray (3-4 gigaRad). A single 200 mA, 13 MeV, 6.5 us long
electron beam pulse cc .tains approximately 17 J of energy. Fully
stopped in a kilogram of material, this pulse will deliver a radiation
dose of 17 Gy (1.7 kR). The topaz is normally mounted in two
kilogram batches in a tray in the irradiation chamber. When allowance
is made for the packing fraction within the irradiation tray the required
dose is achieved after 5-6 million pulses, corresponding to 28 kWh of
electron beam.

For some applications such as the investigation of the disturbing effects
of radiation pulses on electronic components, the energy and radiation
dose from a single 6.5 us pulse is far too large and a much shorter
pulse length is required. Typical pulse lengths for this application are
100-200 ns. At 3 GHz the typical rf fill-time for a resonant cavity is of
the order of 1 JJS. This time is much longer than the required pulse
length and change in operating mode is therefore required. Whereas
with the 6.5 us pulse length the accelerator essentially reaches steady-
state after about 1 /is and the energy remains constant, with the 100 ns
pulse length the accelerator sees the beam pulse as a transient and
operates in the stored energy mode, whereby energy supplied to the
beam is extracted from the fields stored in the cavity. The energy
distribution in this latter case is discussed in the following section of
this report.
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ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS OF A SHORT PULSE S^BAND ELECTRON LINAC

J. Ungrin, E.R. Gaudclle, D.L. Smyth and F Adams

INTRODUCTION

PHELA, a short-pulse S-band electron accelerator, is described in detail
in the previous article. It is capable of beam pulse lengths in the 0.1
to 6.5 iiS range with energies in the 8-13 McV range. The accelerator
is designed for industrial applications where precise control of the
energy and a narrow energy spectrum arc not normally required and
docs not have a bunchcr between the electron gun and the accelerator
structure. This results in an injection of electrons at all phases of the
rf cycle and a significant spread in the energy. An additional
contribution to the energy spread is the time variation in the amplitude
of the rf fields in the accelerator. This note will examine the energy
characteristics under both short and long pulse conditions.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

In a pulsed Hnac two aspects of the energy spectrum can be of
importance, depending on the application. One is the timc-averaged
spectrum, while the other is the energy spectrum as a function of time
within the pulse. Different measurement techniques are needed for the
two aspects. The timc-averaged spectrum for PHELA has been
measured using a small 30° dipole analyzing magnet. This magnet,
v/hich has circular poles with a diameter of 42 mm and a pole gap of
12 mm, is located 560 mm beyond the end of the accelerator structure.
A Faraday cup mounted behind a 1 mm slit, positioned 200 mm from
the centre of the bending magnet poles, is used to measure the beam
current. At the nominal operating energy of 13 McV with a 6 fis pulse
length, this spectrum typically shows a single peak with a FW'HM of
0.3 MeV thai contains approximately 70% of the beam intensity. The
peak is superimposed on a broader background that extends down to
approximately 6 McV.

When operated in the 6 ^s mode, the beam pulse injected into the
accelerator from the electron gun is approximately 8 fts long and is
centred on the rf pulse in the accelerator. The 6 pS rf pulse includes
both the structure fill time and the decay time, each being typically
1-1.5 fis. Beam transmitted through the accelerator during these
transients will account for a significant fraction of the beam outside the
ma:n peak. A second factor contributing to the lower energy
component of the spectrum is the beam thai is accelerated off the peak
of the rf cycle.

Two measurement methods have been used to investigate the energy
spectrum as a function of time. The first uses a differential slopping
power technique. Two aluminum absorbers arc placed in line with the
exit beam Jine. Both absorbers are electrically insulated from ground
and have a positive bias applied to suppress secondary emission
electrons. The thickness of the second absorber is 3.5 cm, which
assures full stopping of the beam, while the thickness of the first is
varied from 1.7 g/cm2 to 7.3 g/cm2 by adding additional sheets of
aluminum. Voltage pulses generated in the two absorbers by the beam
pulses are monitored by an oscilloscope outside the accelerator tunnel.
With the thinnest absorber used (6 mm) only those electrons below
2.8 McV are slopped by the first absorber and generate a current pulse
from it. These electrons appear as a sharp peak at the beginning and
end of each pulse. Electrons above this energy pass through the plate
and arc slopped by the second plalc. The sum of the two voltage
signals continues to give the full current signal from the accelerator.
By varying the thickness of first absorber and observing the amplitude

of the beam pulse one can oblain a '.oarsc measure "f the hcain encr^v
as a function of lime within the pulse A detailed devolution oi il,c daLa
showed that the energy changes rapidly during the first ;mj Us', 0 ? u"*
of the pulse but within the uncertainty of the technique n renains
constant during the central 5 ps of the 6 jis pulse During Uic first and
last 0 2 j/s of the pulse no beam is observed with an energy ahove
7 McV.

The second technique used to investigate the energy spectrum as a
function of lime uses the analyzing magnel but examines '/[dividual
beam pulses, rather than integrating many pulses At a given magnet
setting the signal on the Faraday cup can be examined Since ihc
energy changes at the head and tail of the pulse, this signal will yield
information on the time within the pulse when a given energy is
observed. Note that this does not provide the energy distribution a! a
fixed time directly, but gives information on time distribution for a
fixed energy. To obtain the energy distribution a series of runs must be
made at different magnet settings and the data extracted at a gj*en lime
for each setting. To facilitate data handling the pulses were recorded
on a storage oscilloscope, digitized and stored in a personal computer
The data in the PC was then set into the appropriate matrix formal for
extraction of the beam intensity as a function of time within the pulse.
The data clearly show the decrease in spectral width as the intensity and
energy rise in the first ] .4 /JS of the 6 /is oeam pulse.

The second technique has been used to investigate the lime-energy
spectra of PHELA under a wide range of conditions, and has been
particularly valuable for investigating means of shortening or
eliminating the energy transients discussed. Low-energy transients arise
because of the length and timing of the injected beam pulse relative to
the rf pulse. For a highly beam loaded accelerator where the major
portion of the injected rf is transferred to the beam, too long a delay
between the start of the beam pulse rclalivc to the rf pulse can result in
a rise of the fields in the cavity above the desired values and in a high-
energy beam transient. A delay of 0.8-1.0 fis in the current pulse
relative to the rf pulse has been found lo eliminate the energy transic.it
at the start of the pulse during 13 MeV operation. Time jitter in the
existing electronics makes operation in this "compensated" mode-
difficult to maintain and in general, the 6 /is pulse length operation o!"
the accelerator has functioned with the injected beam pulse longer than
the rf pulse.

The investigation of transient radiation effects in electronics has
required PHELA to be operated with pulse lengths in the 100-200 ns
range. In this case the accelerator is operated in Ihc stored energy
mode, when the accelerator fields, and consequently the beam energy,
decrease with time al a rate depending on Ihc current being accelerated.
The technique described has been particularly valuable for determining
ihc time-energy spcclra.
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MAFIA ANALYSIS OF UNAC COUPLING SLOT EFFECTS

F.P. Adams, J. Ungrin and M.S. de Jong

The coupling slots of slot-coupled on-axis-coupled T/2-mode standing-
wave electron linear accelerator structures may introduce weak
ijuadrupole perturbing fields.'2 The strength of the perturbing fields
has been estimated at 104 to 10 3 of the accelerating field. This has
made experimental measurement of the fields by "bead-pulls" or other
means difficult or impossible.

We have used the 3D rf code MAFIA3 to analyze typical linac
accelerating cavities. This work is still in progress. The preliminary
results are that the code predicts quadrupole perturbing fields on the
same order as the earlier estimates.

A simple 1300 MHz. re-entrant cavity model was developed and
studied. We used the ability of MAFIA to integrate calculated forces
in all three dimensions for highly relalivistic (ft = l) trajectories
traversing the cavity cither on-axis or off-axis, and either on
synchronous phase or 90 degrees off synchronous phase. Transverse
forces Wi.rc found to be axi-symmetric, tending toward zero on-axs.

Coupling slots were then added to the cavity model at each end. The
slots in the opposite ends were perpendicular. The code again predicted
no net transverse forces on-axis. Off-axis quadrupole forces were
predicted in the presence of the coupling slots. The net quadrupole
perturbing force for a trajectory 5 mm off-axis and in synchronous
phase was 6.5' 104 times smaller than the net accelerating force.

The model also predicted a small, azimuthally symmetric radial forte
for fl = 1 trajectories off-axis and off synchronous phase. This is a non-
physical result,4 apparently an artifact of the MAFIA codes. The radial
force did not depend on the presence of coupling slots, and decreased
in strength as the simulation mesh was made finer. At the limit of our
ability to run the code, the non-physical radial force 5 mm off-axis was
reduced to 3.0" 104 times smaller than the net accelerating force, and
was ignored.

Changes in mesh size had a negligible effect on the calculation of the
quadrupole perturbing force in which we were interested.

The effect of the calculated quadrupole perturbing forces on an
accelerated 10 MeV electron beam was then estimated. We used a
simple fully rclativistic and three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation
on a personal computer. The specified input was .. 40 kcV electron
beam of 7.5 mm diameter an»i 15TT mm-mrad emittance. All electrons
were assumed to be on synchronous phase. The linac structure
simulated was 3 m long, followed by a 3 m drift space.

The simulated beam was elliptical, with an ellipticity of 5, 3 m beyond
the end of the structure. The major axis of the beam ellipse was
parallel to a line joining the centres of the coupling slots in the walls of
the accelerating cavity output ends.

The coupling slots in one end of the cavity model were then rotated to
align them with the slots in the opposite end. No transverse forces
were predicted for trajectories on synchronous phase. A net
quadrupolar perturbing force 8.2 '103 times smaller than the net
accelerating force was predicted for trajectories 5 mm off axis and 90
degrees off synchronous phase.

The calculation was then repeated for slots in only one end wall For
trajectories on synchronous phase, this produced half the quadrupok
perturbing force obtained with perpendicular slots in each end wall
Off synchronous phase, it produced half the force obtained with parallel
slots in each end wall. The field orientations were the same as the
cases with two sets of slots.

The model was then duplicated for a reentrant 3000 MHz accelerating
cavity with coupling slots larger, relative to cavity dimensions. Similar
results were obtained, with quadrupole perturbing forces 1.3* 10 ' limes,
smaller than the net accelerating force at 2 mm off axis and on
synchronous phase. The orientation of the quadrupole fields relative to
the slots was the same as for the previous model.

It has been suggested1'2 that electron linac structures with this type of
cavity coupling should be constructed with the coupling slots in opposite
accelerating cavity walls aligned, to prevent the generation of
quadrupole perturbing fields. Our preliminary calculations predict inal
this measure would eliminate the perturbation of particles on
synchronous phase, and minimize the perturbation of particles near
synchronous phase.

A comparison of accelerated beam quslity, between an electron linac
with perpendicular coupling slots in the accelerating cavities and an
identical linac with parallel coupling slots, has been reported 2 In one
case, the cavities of an existing electron linac with perpendicular slots
were reassembled with the slots parallel. It had been found that ihe
perpendicular slots produced an elliptical accelerated beam. It was
reported that aligning the slots improved the beam, but no study cf the
new beam emittancc was reported. Such measurements are required for
the experimental verification of these calculations.
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LASER PLASMA BEATWAVE ACCELERATION EXPERIMENT (LPBWA)

N.A. Ebrahim, R.T.F. Bird and E.B. Selkirk*

In the past year at Chalk River we have assembled an experimental
facility to study advanced laser acceleration concepts. The facility
consists of a short pulse (100-500 ps), high pressure (3 atmospheres),
high power density (up to 10" W/cm2) CO2 laser system operating
simultaneously on two wavelengths (Table 1), and a 10 MeV linear
electron accelerator with a short pulsa duration (3 ns) electron gun
(Table 2) which produces 30 ps electron microbunches. The details of
novel laser acceleration concepts have been discussed in a recent
review,1 and the design parameters of the proposed experiments on the
laser plasma heatwave acceleration concept at Chalk River are given
in Table 3. The high-power CO2 laser facility is also intended to be
used in studies of multiphoton dissociation and laser isotope separation
within the Physical Chemistry Branch.

The CO2 oscillator is a TEA-hybrid system (two low-pressure
smoothing tubes and a Lumonics 821 HP oscillator) with two cavities
set up in the single TEA discharge (in order to reduce synchronization
problems), both of which are grating-tuned to operate on two selected
wavelengths. The oscillator output consists of a single longitudinal and
transverse mode from each of the two cavities. The two wavelengths
are combined into a single beam in a NaCl prism. A short pulse is
sliced from the oscillator output by two 15 mm aperture GaAs
Pockei's cells used in tandem. The GaAs crystals are mounted in
impedance-matched transmission type holders, and a 3 ns 23 kV half
wave pulse applied from a high pressure (160 psi NJ laser-triggered
spark gap. After amplification in a Lumonics 820 pre-amplifier, and
a Lumonics 612, 3-atmosphcre amplifier, the laser beams will be
focused in an interaction chamber with an off-axis parabolic mirror, to
a beam spot size of approximately 300 jtm over a beam waist of
approximately 1.5 cm. The high-power laser beam will be used to
produce the plasma by electron tunnelling in a low-pressure hydrogen
gas, and excite the large-amplitude electron plasma wave.

The 10 MeV linac consists of a 3 GHz magnetron driven on-axis
coupled structure with a SLAC-type electron gun producing a 3-ns
duration pulse. Assuming a capture of approximately 30" of phase
space, we expect 30 ps duration microbunches 330 ps apart, with each
microbunch containing abejt 2 x 109 electrons. We therefore expect
to accelerate single microbunches with our short laser pulses. The
electron injection beam line consists of a doubly achromatic system of
three double-focusing dipole magnets, four quadrupole singlets and an
input solenoid, designed to produce a final focal spot of about 300 fim.
The electron beam will be injected collinear with the laser beams and
a multichannel magnetic electron spectrometer located downstream of
the interaction region will be used to measure the accelerated electron
spectrum.
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Tible 1

Parameters of the Chalk River High Pressure
Laser System

Laser wavelengths 10.25 fim and 10.59 /im

Energy per line
Pulse length
Spot size (F/12)
Rayleigh length (F/12)
Depth of focus
Power density

9.55
30 J
100-500 ps
300 pm
0.7 cm
1.4 cm
10M W/cm2

or
and 10.55 jim

Table 2

Electron Linac Parameters for the Chalk River
Laser Accelerator Experiment

Electron energy, Eo

Energy spread, AE/EO

Emittance, t
Acceptance of beatwave region
Gun pulse duration
RF frequency
Microbunch duration
Microbunch separation
No. of particles in a microbunch
Expected final focus

10 MeV
± 2%
1 x mm-mrad
130 T mm-mrad
3 ns
3 GHz
30 ps
330 ps
2 x 10»
300 fim

Table 3

Design Parameters of the Proposed
Chalk River Laser Accelerator Experiment

Laser wavelengths, \
X,

Resonant density, No

Plasma frequency, up

Phase velocity, yp

Electron quiver velocity, V,/c
Pulse risetime (rr)
Pulse width (T)
Saturation time (r.)
Expected density fluctuations

(e, = 5N/N)
Expected field gradient
Acceleration length

(4 y/ c/up)
Focal spot size (F/12)
Rayleigh length (F/12)
Nominal injection energy
Maximum energy gain

(4 t. y,2 Mo c2)
Maximum output energy

10.25 nm
10.59 ^m
10 l6cm3

5.69xlO12

32
0.07

250 ps
500 ps
130 ps

0.24
2.4 GeV/m

22 cm
300 nm

0.7 cm
I O M C V

30 MeV
40 MeV

9.55 urn
10.55 Mm
10" cm"3

1.87xlO13

10
0.07

250 ps
500 ps
65 ps

0 19
6.1) GeV/m

0 7 cm
300 pm

0.7 cm
10 MeV

40 MeV
50 MeV
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A SYNCHROTRON RADIATION SOURCE FOR CANADA

C.B. Bigham and N.A. Ebrahim

Synchrotron radiation is produced by the centripetal acceleration of
electrons in a magnetic field. Visible synchrotron light was first
observed in the late 1940's from the electron beam circulating in a
70 MeV synchrotron. A similar synchrotron was operating at Queen's
University in the 1950's. Currently, the nuclear physics stretcher ring
facility EROS, at the University of Saskatchewan, is the only
significant source of synchrotron radiation in Canada. In other
countries, this intense source of soft x-rays is now a widely used tool.

Early work was done with parasitic beams on electron storage rings
constructed for nuclear physics measurements. Later, dedicated storage
rings were constructed and these arc now in the "third generation".
Compact storage rings arc being built specifically for the fabrication of
integrated circuits.

Canadian researchers have been able to use non-Canadian facilities by
arranging collaborative programs, and by setting up the Canadian
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (CSRF) for soft x-ray experiments at
the Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation Center.

There have also been discussions on building a source in Canada, for
example the 1974 proposal to build a storage ring at the University of
Western Ontario. More recently, at Chalk River we studied the
requirements for dedicated lithography sources. However, Canadian
integrated circuit manufacturers have no plans to use such sources in
the near future, but there is a need for a general purpose source to
satisfy current users in Canada.

A meeting with some synchrotron radiation users was held in 1989 July
where it was decided to survey Canadian users and to arrange a
workshop meeting if there was enough interest. The workshop was

held in 1990 January and there the Canadian Institute for Syi. rhrotron
Radiation (CISR) was formed with the following objectives:

(1) To increase communication between synchrotron radiation users
in Canada.

(2) To increase collaboration between the synchrotron radiation users.

(3) To co-ordinate and facilitate the applications for funding of
synchrotron radiation research and facilities.

(4) To increase the awareness at the federal and provincial levels of
the scientific and technological importance of synchrotron
radiation for the future of Canada.

(5) To increase the awareness of the applications of synchrotron
radiation in Canadian industry.

(6) To encourage educational opportunities in synchrotron radiation
areas.

Institute membership is now being registered with the first annual
meeting planned for September.

Two projects are under consideration: a Canadian beam line for hard
x-ray (2-40 keV) experiments to supplement the CSRF, and a
feasibility study on a general purpose source for Canada. However,
the main thrust of the CISR will be that of facilitating the growth of
synchrotron radiation use in research and subsequently in industry.
This growth will be required if Canadian technology is to maintain its
position in the world.
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A SYSTEM FOR RAPID ASSESSMENT OF RF PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS UP TO 1000'C

R.M. Hutcheon, M.S. de Jong, F.P. Adams, J.E. McGregor,
G.F. Morin and G.W. Wood*

A requirement for rapid measurements of jwrmiUivily and permeability
over a " »rge temperature range led to the development of the present
relatively simple system shown in Fig. 1. We use the traditional cavity
perturtntion technique, where a sample is introduced into either the
electric or magnetic field region of a cavity and the change in frequency
and Q are related to the required parameters of the sample. A small
cylindrical sample (3.5 mm diameter and 12 mm long), mounted in a
thin-wallcd (1 mm thick) fused quartz lube, is heated to high
temperature (up to 800°C) and rapidly inserted into a temperature
stabilized rf cavity. As the sample cools, a Hewlett-Packard network
analyzer, controlled via HPIB interface by an PC/XT personal
computer, determines the resonant frequen / a,id Q approximately
every half second and accumulates the numbers in a file for later
analysis. The data analysis assumes the general formalism of resonant
cavity perturbation theory, but relies for absolute calibration on
measurements of known materials.

The cavity resonance perturbation equations' are exact only if the
sample shape is an ellipsoid of rotation. Practical considerations dictate
that the sample and holder shapes be cylindrical rather than ellipsoidal.
This is particularly necessary for ceramic and crystalline samples where
diamond drill coring is necessary to extract a sample. Thus, although
the theory is not exactly applicable to the present system, we have
assumed the form of the equations to be correct for a specific sample
holder and sample shape. That is, the geometric parameters in the
perturbation expression :-.re to be experimentally determined for a given
sample holder and sample shape, but arc independent of the sample
permittivity or permeability over the measurement range of interest.

Fused quartz tubing was chosen as sample holder material because it
has a relatively low dielectric constant (er » 4.3, er" < 0.01 at 800°C
ond 2.4 GHz), and so has a minimum masking effect on the sample
properties. The volume of sample holder material in the cavity is
between 5 and 10 times the sample volume, and thus the rate of cooling
of the sample holder with the sample in it is almost independent of
sample material. The cooling curve used for the time to temperature
conversion has both a linear conductivity term and a radiation emission
term:

dT.(t)Wt = - To) + MH\(t) + 273)' - (To + 273)4]

where To is the cavity temperature and T,(t) is the time-dependent
sample temperature (°C). The constants k, and k2 arc experimentally
determined by direct cooling measurements with low thermal capacity
thermocouples, by comparing measured and known Curie temperatures
of fcrritcs, and by single measurements at specific temperatures on
reproducible samples such as silicon carbide.

Absolute calibration of the system will be part of future development,
but at present, the philosophy is to compare with known materials at
room temperature and to determine the calibration constants and
effective shape factors experimentally.

Dielectric material calibration standards were not available, so samples
of well known materials and of a line of Eccosorb™ products with
specified values were used.

For the permeability calibration, a short copper sample was used, and
the magnetic susceptibility assumed equal to - 1 . The subsequent
measured value for Eccosorb MF-124 was / i ' = 3.8, fi" = 2.1
compared with the nominal value p' = 4.0, /i" = 2.6. These values
were considered adequate for initial measurements.

Development of the system is continuing, with the aim of extending the
frequency range, the absolute accuracy, and the adaptability to different
sample shapes and types.
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m
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Fig. 1 RF properties measurement system with the permittivity
cavity. The sample is heated in the furnace and raised to
the cavity for measurement. In the permeability cavity the
sample is close to the wall.
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COMPUTATION OF RF FIELDS FOR APPLICATOR DESIGN

M.S. de Jong and F.P. Adams

INTRODUCTION

A new computer code called SEAFISH, based upon the 2-dimensional
rf code SUPERFISH', has been written to compute complex-valued rf
field distributions. This new code permits the uf̂  of complex-valued
dielectric and permeability constants to describe electric and magnetic
rf absorption in materials.

THEORY OF SEAFISH

SEAFISH solves the 2-dimcnsional scalar Helmholtz equation,

V2 + + (k2 - 1c2,) yfr - 0 0 )
Fig. 1 A 2.450 GHz E-field horn microwave applicator

showing the rf from the right incident upon a block on
the left.

where the complex-valued scalar field, ^, is either E (or H ) in

cylindrically symmetric geometries, or E (or H ) in cartesian
geometries with translational symmetry along the z-axis, and

k 2 - ^ . (2)

where f(x, y) and /i(x, y) are, respectively, the complex dielectric
constant and complex permeability of the medium. Only solutions for
the lowest order azimuthal mode, m = 0, are found for problems with

cylindrical symmetry, so in these cases, k0 - 0. However, the
solution corresponding to any transverse mode, n, can be found when
there is z-axis translational symmetry. Fur these cases,

k,, - n2ir/d

and the 3 dimensional distribution of E , and H are given by:

Et(x, y,z) - Etcos(knz)

Hz(x,y,z) - H^osfl^z)

(3)

(4)

where d is the separation between the waveguide walls in the z-
direction. Equation (1) is solved over a finite region using a finite
difference technique on a topologically regular triangular mesh. The
dielectric and permeability properties are assumed to be piece-wise
constant over the region. The effect of fixed frequency rf sources
outside the region of interest is simulated by using inhomogeneous
boundary conditions. Other post-processor codes can then use the
calculated field distributions to extract particular quantities of interest.
These may include rf power dissipation distributions or voltage
standing wave ratios (VSWRs).

APPLICATIONS OF SEAFISH

SEAFISH has been used primarily for microwave heating applicator
design. Figure 1 shows the electric field lines at an arbitrary time in
an E-field horn applicator. Microwaves at 2.45 GHz propagate from
the right in WR-340 waveguide. After the E-ficld horn, the

microwaves are absorbed in a rectangular block with t' = 5.0 and

tanS = 0.2. The left side of the applicator is terminated with a metal
wall. Figure 2 is a contour plot of the relative lime-averaged power
dissipation in the block. The power has been normalized so that the
average power density is 1. The attenuation of the rf power in the
block is clear, as well as the spatial modulation of the dissipation from
standing waves produced by reflections from the left wall. In this case,
equation (1) was solved at a fixed frequency, 2.45 GHz, with the

constant inhomogencous boundary condition, Hf = 1.0 along the right-
hand side of Fig. 1. Similar calculations have been performed for
heating of ferrites in a coaxial line. In these cases, heating caused by
both the dielectric losses and the rf permeability losses arc computed
simultaneously.
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THE CHALK RIVER SUPEKCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON - STATUS

J.A. Hulbfirt* *nd H.Schmeing*

In mid-1988, administrative responsibility for continuing
commissioning of the cyclotron was assumed by the TASCC Division,
the "owner", and the scientific effort supplied by Accelerator Physics
Branch was reduced to continuing development of those areas of the
system which were still not meeting the initial specification. These
areas were principally the high-voltage limit and reliability of the
electrostatic deflector, and the high-voltage limit of rf operation in pi-
mode.

In addition, AP Branch has continued to advise on operation,
particularly on orbit centering to improve beam extraction efficiency,
on additions and upgrade; to diagnostic probes, and on satellite
computer control.

The combined efforts of the two groups has resulted in the development
and extraction of 26 different beams at current levels adequate for use
in Nuclear Physics experiments. These beams, listed in the table, span
the three rf operating modes, x-mode at harmonic h=2 and h=6 and
O-mode at h = 4, with specific energies from 4.5 MeV/u to 40 MeV/u.
Ion masses from 12 (C) to 127 (I) have been accelerated and extracted.
The magnet has been close to the design focusing limit for some beams
(e.g. Cl 35 MeV/u) and the extraction channel has operated near thi.
design critical current for some of the low mass beams. The region of
the cyclotron mass-energy operating diagram given priority for beam
develop lent follows the requirements of planned nuclear physics
experiments. Extension of operation to higher masses is not expected
to bring undue problems. The fine tuning of the stripper foil change
mechanism that has been in progress should obviate the drawbacks of
shorter foil lifetimes with the higher masses.

The superconducting magnet, the mid-plane cryopumps and the
saturated iron trim rods have all functioned well according to design
specifications. In developing a beam, the trim rods are set to
calculated positions from which small adjustments can be made to
correct beam centering errors. It has also been found convenient in
setting up some beams to use the trim rods to make ad hoc local
increases to cz near the injection radius to ameliorate the beam vertical
motion caused by small rf electric vertical asymmetries.

Companion papers report on the rf cavity cooling modifications which
have enabled us to operate in x-mode up to 75 kV over the full
required frequency range, and on deflector development.

Ion Nucleon
Species Number

Carbon 12
12

Chlorine 37
35
35
37
35
35

Copper 63
63
63

Bromine 79
79
79
79
79
79
79

Silver 107
107
107
107
107

Iodine 127
127
127
127

Tablet

Cyclotron Beams

Beam
Energy
McV/u

30
40

5.5
10.25
11
22.5
30
35

10
18
20

6.5
10
13
15
18
20
22.5

4.7
5.6
6.5
10
13

5.12
5.6
10
11

Extracted

Max nA
rms

Extracted

23
325

3 5
30
32
60
260
0.3

33
50
33

6
55
35
10
40
1
7

1.3
< 1
20
6
8

6
10
70
< 1

Specific energy below 5.2 MeV/u is accelerated in the h=6, rf T-mode
Specific energy above 21 MeV/u is accelerated in the h=2, rf x-mode
Specific energies between these limits are accelerated in the h=4, rf
0-mode.

* for Accelerator Physics Branch Cyclotron Group
f for TASCC Accelerators and Development Branch
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PREPARING THE SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON FOR OPERATION IN PI-MODE

J.A. Hulbert and X-H Zhou*

The T( cavity of the cyclotron is formed from two copper shells which
cover the magnet pole structure and are backed by a rough vacuum for
mechanical stability. The outer vertical cylindrical wall of the cavity
is formed by the stainless steel inner wall of the magnet cryostat
covered with copper sheets to reduce rf losses. The two coaxial tuners
arc constructed in a similar fashion to the pole shells and were brazed
to the shells in the final prc-commissioning installation. The shells and
the tuners are cooled by soldered copper water pipes distributed
according to the predicted distribution of the power dissipation and
located within the rough vacuum space.

Cooling of the cryostat wall section of the cavity imposed several
problems because there is only 5 mm of radial clearance inside the
cryostat, due to the requirements of the magnet winding distribution.
Clearance for high-voltage operation of the dees was obtained by
cutting apertures in the 12 mm thick cryostat wall opposite each dee
and closing each aperture with a domed copper plate. This left a space
round each aperture for cooling, and cooling pipes fed from slots inside
the cryostat wall were attached to the stainless steel at each aperture
edge. Assembly considerations prevented the cooling being attached
directly to the copper plates and tests were carried out to make sure
that there was adequate heat transfer from the plates. At least 2 kW
may be absorbed by each plate without serious rise in temperature.
This arrangement provided adequate cooling to the valley regions. The
cutting of additional cooling channels in the hill region walls from
inside the cryostat was not possible because it would weaken the
cryostat vacuum vessel and make it mechanically unstable.

Development tests on T-modc cavity operation were carried out in a
dummy outer envelope which did not exactly duplicate the cooling
distribution in the cryostat installation, and most ir-mode tests could not
be run long enough to reach the ultimate operating temperatures. In
addition, the radial probe ports and cavity-mounted extraction channel
components, which are located in high-current regions for jr-mode,
were not modelled in the development test assembly. Consequently,
when operation in ir-mode was first tried in the complete cyclotron it
was found that the addition of current bridging contacts or copper
cover plates on the cavity wall between the upper and lower hills would
not reduce heating to a safe level, and that heat was getting into the
stainless steel structural wall too far from the embedded cooling pipes
to be carried away effectively. An rf power level of only 15 kW over
the whole cavity would raise the temperature on the wall inside the
cryostat vacuum tank to above 100°C,' enough to jeopardise the
security of the seals on the valley domed copper plates, and also cause
thermal distortion of the cryostat wall.

A study of the ir-mode current distribution was made on the 1/10 scale
cavity model which had been built2 to verify the cavity frequency
range. There were enough unanticipated results from this study to
justify the construction of a 1/2 scale model. A careful study of rf
fields using this model was carried out, which not only gave a clear
picture of ir-mode heat distribution but also produced a quantiiative
measure of predicted3 and some unexpected vertical asymmetries of
field distribution. These asymmetries could be invoked to explain the
vertical beam motion which frequently occurs on injection in the first
few orbits.

The model results have added to the information used to design a
solution to the ir-mode heating problem. A solution, considered during

the initial design of the cavity, to add posts between the upper and
lower hill regions, which wouid divert rf currents from the outer walls,
was again discarded. Such posts would require as much cooling as the
walls, and would be even less accessible to cooling lines. A fine tuner
had been removed from the upper pole leaving a single access port to
the cavity between two upper hills. Through this access a demountable
cooling manifold was inserted into the plane of an upper valley. Four
pairs of copper cooling lines were run from the manifold, through the
cavity, to the regions requiring cooling. The cooling lines travel
8-10 mm from the cavity surface, normal lo lines of current flow
wherever possible, coming to ground only where they have to pass
through the edge of a high-voltage accelerating gap to enter a hill gap.
The line loops arc in every case less than A/8 long. The system is
required to be demountable from inside the cavity to enable the upper
pole to be removed, if necessary.

The cooling lines supply cold water to vertical plates which bridge the
hill gap at the outer circumference of the cavity. The plates have heavy
silver plated beryllium copper fingers to connect the hill face currents
which occur in T-mode, from the upper to the lower hills. One pair
of lines cools the mounting brackets for the two saturated iron
extraction ("hill") lens and another pair cools semi-rigid coaxial leads
to a new set of extraction instrumentation probes.

The cooling lines provide a protected route for bundles of UT34 semi-
rigid cable in 3 mm diameter copper sheaths, which carry signals from
scraper plates fitted to all the critical extraction apertures. The sheaths
arc attached every 100 mm to the cooling lines over a 20 mm length
using indium solder.

The assembly has withstood operation of the rf up lo 75 kV
accelerating gap voltage with no signs of any damage or adverse effect
on the cavity operation*. This has enabled acceleration up to
45 McV/u, which is at the cyclotron focusing limit for I2C. All the
troublesome hot spots on the cavity, near the two radial probe ports
and next to the two "hill" lenses, now run at 80°C or less. The limit
of rf voltage is no longer governed by heating on the cavity but by
over-heating of deflector components from rf leakage into the dee
interior.

The new extraction aperture scrapers fitted concurrently with the
cooling lines have removed much mystery from the extraction process
and have been important in enabling the extraction of a wide range of
beams from the cyclotron.
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ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTOR DEVELOPMENT

C.R. Hoffmann and J.F. Mouris

Insulators arc critical components in the electrostatic deflector for the
Chalk River superconducting cyclotron. They have been the subject of
development work in a high-voltage test stand with the aim of reducing
deflector system leakage current, which at present limits the maximum
deflector voltage to less than 65 kV. Also it is desirable to make the
high-voltage feed insulator more tolerant to heating (predominantly by
rf) that causes distortion and damage to the insulator body. Details of
the electrostatic deflector may be found elsewhere.1 Some
modifications to support and feed insulators are presented below.

The support insulator design has been revised and is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Its geometry is now that of a single post insulator (12.7 mm
diameter) oriented across magnetic field lines with a length of 36 mm
between electrodes. The original design had two insulator posts
oriented parallel to the magnetic field lines with a distance of 25 mm
between electrodes.

A variety of insulator materials have been tested, including boron
nitride, Macor, and alumina. The best performance was obtained from
an alumina post coated with a thin layer of Cr2O3. The coating2 is
intended to reduce the secondary electron emission coefficient of the
insulator surface. The coated alumina insulator assembly reached the
maximum available voltage (95 kV) without any significant leakage
current along the insulator surface, i.e. much less than 1 /iA. The
method of measuring leakage current was to connect the insulator
anode, which was otherwise isolated from ground, to a 1 kO resistor
and measure the voltage resulting from current flowing through the
resistor. This support insulator system is in service in the cyclotron.

The high-voltage feed insulator is shown schematically in Fig. 2.
Leakage current has been measured by connecting a 1 kO resistor
between the grounded insulator housing and the anode cylinder, isolated
from ground otherwise. As in the case of the support insulators the
leakage cu ' -nt is insignificant, provided that the boron nitride sleeve
has been pi operly bonded to the Teflon body (with an appropriate

epoxy) and that the sleeve has not been cracked. This insulator is
susceptable to thermal damage arising from heating of the insulator
housing and fillings. The large difference in thermal expansion
coefficients of Teflon and stainless steel, combined with the fact thai the
anode cylinder constrains the insulator body, may result in a gap at the
anode ring of approximately 0.5 mm, which is undesirable. Similar
thermal effects occasionally cause damage to the boron nitride sleeve
In an attempt to overcome these problems a feed insulator was made
from Macor. Its initial performance was unacceptable, with power
supply currents of several hundred microamperes above values
expected. However, measurements, as described above, showed that
the excess current was not flowing on the insulator surface. Installation
of a short length of Teflon lining in the bore of the insulator resulted in
a decrease in excess current proportional to the axial length of the lining
compared to the length of the insulator cavity. Evidently, high purity
water in contact with Macor leads to degradation in the region of the
annular water column that connects to ground potential.1 Another
Macor body feed insulator was fabricated with the same overall
dimensions as the Teflon version, but with the internal cavity fully lined
with Teflon. The electrical performance in the test stand was equivalent
to that of a high-quality Teflon body insulator with no leakage current.
The Macor insulator should offer much improved immunity to thermal
damage. Operational testing in the cyclotron is still required.
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Fig. 1 Cress Section of the deflector support insulator in the
dee. The insulator is labelled C.

Fig. 2 Cross section of the feed insulator in the dec. The insulator
is F, the Teflon lining K, the boron nitride sleeve !.
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IMPELA: AN INDUSTRIAL ACCELERATOR FAMILY

J. Ungrin, S T . Craig, N.H. Drewell", N.A. Ebrahim, J-P. Labrie",
C.B. Lawrence", V.A. Mason and B.F. White

INTRODUCTION

AECL has pioneered the use of large-scale radiation sources for a wide
and increasing range of applications. Much of the early work was
limited to the use of various isotopic sources, particularly Co-60. A
family of electron accelerators, IMPELA, (Industrial Material
Processing Electron Linear Accelerator) in the 5-20 MeV range with
beam powers of tens of kW is being developed to complement these
isotope sources. The first member of this family, IMPELA-10/50, a
10 MeV, 50 kW unit has been built and tested to full power at Chalk
River. This report outlines the basic design and characteristics of the
accelerator. Accompanying papers discuss specific aspects of the
accelerator in greater detail.

THE IMPELA FAMILY

The IMPELA accelerators arc based on standing wave, L-band, on-axis
coupled linacs operated in the long-pulse mode. A modular design has
been used to produce a family of linacs that can produce average beam
powers in the 20-500 kW range at various energies with the same basic
components coupled to the appropriate power supply and klystron. In
the long pulse mode a modulating-anodc klystron is required. Short-
pulse modulators based on pulse-forming networks limit beam power
to 20-30 kW at IMPELA particle energies, and CW operation would be
less efficient except in long, low-gradient structures or for beam powers
of 100'sofkW. With a modulating-anodc klystron the pulse length can
be easily selected from a wide range and the desired power can be
obtained, without changing beam loading or peak power levels, by
changing the duty factor. The structures have been designed with
sufficient cooling to allow operation all the way to 100% duty factor.

IMPELA-10/50 PROTOTYPE

The first member of the IMPELA family, a 10 MeV, 50 kW
prototype, has been commissioned and operated at full design energy
and power at Chalk River (Fig. 1). Details of this ciiit have been
previously published in a number of conference proceedings.14 The
accelerator is a 3.25 m Ion?, 1.3 GHz on-axis coupled structure
consisting of 58 cavity segments joined in four modules to form 29
accelerating and 28 coupling cells. The injection module consists of
four graded-bcta accelerating cells. It is followed by two constant-beta
modules which arc separated by the coupler module. The modules
terminate at the centre of an accelerating cell and are bolted together to
form a single rf and vacuum cavity.

A relatively large cell-to-ccll coupling coefficient of 7.6% has been
used in the prototype structure to ensure field flatness along the full
length of the accelerator. Based on the measured shunt impedance of
the structure a peak power of 680 kW is required to establish the
necessary accelerating fields. The beam loading at the design current
of 100 mA is 60% and the coupling of the waveguide to the structure
therefore has been adjusted to an initial VSWR of 2.8 to achieve near-
critical coupling at this loading level.

Extensive finite-clement analyses of the IMPELA structure with the
computer code MARC have been used in the design of the caviiy to
ensure stable, distortion-free operation up to the full 100% duty factor
The structure is cooled with a series of counterflowing circuits in the
circumferential mode and by two long web-cooling channels in each
segment. At the 5% duty factor of IMPELA-10/50 prototype the
structure will operate equally well with or without the web cooling
The frequency shift from cold operation to full power is roughly
300 kHz with the design web cooling and approximately 600 kHz with
the web cooling turned off.

The rf system for IMPELA-10/50 is based on a Thomson-CSF TH 2115
klystron. This 2 MW peak, 150 kW average power klystron is of the
modulating anode type and is capable of pulse lengths up to 1 ms. In
the present application pulse lengths of up to 500 /is are used. The
klystron operates at a voltage of 85-88 kV and is fed by a 100 kV, 4 A
dc power supply coupled to four 1 /iF capacitors. A constant output is
maintained throughout the length of the rf pulse by controlling the
klystron drive power to compensate for the several kV voltage droop
during the pulse. The rf pulse length is variable up to 500 /is, but the
overall efficiency drops significantly at the lowest pulse lengths due to
the relatively long ( ^ 10 ^s) turn-on and tum-off time of ihe
modulator.

Beam is injected directly into the structure from a triode geometry
electron gun operating in the 40-50 kV range. The cathode is a 0.5 cm2

dispenser unit capable of electron currents up to 1 A. The gun is
operated with a dc voltage and the beam current is adjusted and
switched by controlling the voltage on the triode (Wehnelt) element. A
short solenoid has been installed centred over the injection module and,
depending on the position and fields of this solenoid, transmissions of
25-35% have been achieved through the accelerator with this initially
unbundled beam. A beam toroid is mounted on the output beam line
and the signal from this device is used in a feedback loop to adjust the
voltage on the Wchnelt and hence maintain a constant output.

The 10 MeV beam from the accelerator is transported through a series
of quadrupole and steering magnets, past a 45° analyzing magnet and
finally through a scanning magnet before it enters the atmosphere
through a 0.13 mm thick titanium window mounted on the end of (he
scan horn. An instrumented, water-cooled beam dump is mounted
beyond the horn and is used to measure the beam current and power.
Both the scan horn and the beam stop are enclosed within a vented
"fume hood" to minimize the effects of ozone on equipment and to
reduce the waiting period for safe entry to the tunnel after operation.

The control system for IMPELA-1O/5O5 is based on a General Electric -
Fanuc Series Six Plus industrial programmable logic controller (PLC)
which features the Genius distributed input/output blocks. Custom
electronic modules have been developed for interfacing the sensors that
arc particular to pulsed accelerators, the machine protection system and
fast feedback control loops. The personnel safety system is a hard-
wired stand alone unit using Kirk keys to restrict access to high-
radiation and high-voltage areas.
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PROTOTYPE STATUS REFERENCES

Final assembly of the IMPELA 10/50 prototype rf system was
completed early in 1989 and acceptance tests of the klystron were
carried out at Chalk River in early April. Shortly after this major task
a number of additional systems were commissioned and the first low
power tests of the accelerator with beam were conducted April 14.
Following these first tests, the next three months were occupied largely
with commissioning and testing the PLC software necessary to ensure
fully instrumented control of the high-power beam. Operation with
beam began again in Ihe first week of August and was highlighted by
operation of the accelerator at the full design energy and power for the
first lime on 08 November. Work for the remainder of 1989
concentrated on automating the turn-on of the accelerator and on
introducing a number of minor improvements to improve the operation
of the accelerator during sustained high-power runs.

1. J. Ungrin el al. " IMPELA: An Industrial Accelerator Famih".
Proc. 1988 European Particle Accelerator Conf. pubj/shed b>
World Scientific (1988). 1515.

2. J-P. Labrie et al "AECL IMPELA Electron Beam industrial
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Efficient L-Band Linac Structure". Proc. 1988 Lin Accel Conf .
CEBAF Report-89-001 (1988) 608.

4. J-P Labrie ct al. "RF System for High Power Induslnal
Accelerators', Proc. 1989 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conf.
Chicago (1989) 153

C.B. Lawrence et al. The IMPELA Control System' Proc 1988
European Particle Accelerator Conf. (ibid) 1237.
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Fig. 1. IMPELA prototype installation
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THE IMPELA RF SYSTEM

S.T. Craig, J.-P. Labric*, N.H. Drewell', I.L. Mclnlyre, J. Ungrin and B.F. While

The IMPELA 10 MeV 50 kW prototype rf system provides power up
to ISO kW average, 2 MW peak at 1.3 GHz. The rf energy is
employed in a T /2 mode standing-wave linac to sustain accelerating
fields. The drive-line is part of a closed-loop feedback amplitude
controller designed to regulate beam energy independent of beam
current or frequency tuning errors.1 A block diagram of the drive-line
and related controls is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 IMPELA rf drive system.

The drive-line begins with a 1.3 GHz ± 1.3 MHz 100 mW VCO. A
solid-state 1 W amplifier, a 1 k\V TH2437 klystron, and a 2.2 MW
(peak) TH2115 klystron amplify the VCO output to the required power
level. Copper WR-650 waveguide, pressurized to 150 kPa with SF6,
delivers this power to the structure, some 15 m away.

Isolators are used to prevent frequency pulling on the VCO, to protect
the driver klystron from reflected power and to protect the final
klystron from power reflected from the structure.

The TH2437 driver klystron has a continuous electron beam current. A
modulating anode switches the klystron beam in the TH2115. Turn on
is effected by a TH5I88 tetrode switch lube, providing a 15 (is rise-
time. Turn-off is accomplished by turning off the switch tube and
allowing a pull-down resistor to return the modulating anode negative
with respect to the cathode voltage with a lime constant of 40 fts.
Klystron gain droop across the pulse, as a result of HV droop, is
reduced by a bank of four 1 /iF capacitors.

Overall electrical requirements for the modulator and TH2115 arc
350 kW. Transmitted rf power accounts for 43%, 52% is dissipated in
the klystron collector, 2.4% in the focus electromagnet, and 2.6% in
modulator components.

Equipment protection is achieved by a combination of fast hardwired
circuits and by T >gramable Logic Controller (PLC) monitoring,13

either of which is capable of triggering a Hacfely crowbar to quench a
klystron arc. The hardwired protection is further divided into HV and
rf monitoring.

The crowbar is triggered when excess klystron current or voltage is
sensed, or if other anomalous conditions such as low klystron current,
low focus magnet current, extended pulse width, or low rf gain exist
Spark-gap sparing is adjustable for self-triggered over-voltage
operation. RF based hardwired protection makes use of power
measurements taken at each stage of the drive-line. Should excessive-
forward or reverse power exist, or the gain of the TH2U5 or
waveguide section drop below a threshold, the rf power to the driver is
terminated by a 100 ns diode switch. All harH -d protective actions
are replicated by the PLC for protection a^ slower acting, but
sustained faults.

Closed loop frequency control is implemented by detecting the relative
phase between the incident rf and the structure field. A PLC software
controller adjusts the VCO control voltage to minimize this phase-
difference. The CW VCO output is sampled and fed to a frequency
counter for monitoring and for startup frequency control.

RF pulse liming is controlled by a master liming generator, which
coordinates the operation of the linac electron gun. the modulating
anode, and the rf pulse. The T[ timing pulse drives a diode switch
which in turn chops the CW VCO output into 200 JJS long pulses at a
nominal 250 Hz repetition rate. Gun turn-on precedes the modulator
pulse, which leads the rf pulse by 15 ps. Thus, full power linac beam
is attained with a minimum of waste low-energy beam. Timing
parameters are variable over 50 to 500 /is pulse width and 1 to 250 H/
repetition rale, provided the maximum duty factor of 7.5% is not ex-
ceeded (TH2115 limit).

During ihe pulse, a sample of the structure field is rectified and
compared to a sclpoint and a wideband controller modulates the rf drive
lo maintain the structure field al the selpoint value. Moderate
proportional gain provides fast but coarse regulation. High gain
integral control maintains accurate regulation on the timescale of a few
microseconds.

Reliable performance of the hardwired protection systems enabled
confident, full-power testing early in the commissioning stage The
entire rf system has logged 1000 h during commissioning and testing
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FEEDBACK FIELD CONTROL IN AN INDUSTRIAL LINAC

ST. Craig, R.J. West

The IMPELA family of high-power electron accelerator irradiators has
been designed to provide irradiation quality control to rival that of
radio-isotope irradiators.1 Variables directly contributing to exposure
dose are controlled within precise limits. The long pulse provides the
opportunity to control one of these variables, beam energy, on an intra-
pulse basis.

While control of beam energy averaged over many pulses is acceptable
for some applications, intra-pulse control provides more uniform dose
and a narrower energy spectrum. Intra-pulse control is particularly
significant for long-puise machines where variation of rf drive power
during a pulse can lead to consistent variations in delivered dose.
Clearly, intra-pulse control is essential if full beam scanning is done on
the pulse-width timescale. The goal for controller performance is beam
energy regulation to within 2% of the setpoint. Significant factors that
affect energy regulation include:

1) rf drive-chain power gain droop up to 50% across a 200 jis pulse,
2) loop length up to 25 m,
3) loaded Q = 4000,
4) variable pulse repetition frequency from 1 H_ to 500 Hz.
5) variable pulse length from 50 to 500 /is,
6) 10 to 40°C operating range, and
7) variation of beam current, including possible missed beam pulses.

The first factor would give a large energy tilt. The second and third
factors dominate the stable control bandwidth. Factors 4 and 5 limit
design options by requiring flexibility and range of timing
characteristics. Also, the controller bandwidth must be much greater
than the reciprocal of the minimum pulse duration if control is to be
effective on the intra-pulse timescalc. The operating temperature range
is dependent on the temperature sensitivity of components and the
design. Finally, energy must be independent of beam loading and in
the event of a missed beam pulse, the controller must respond rapidly
enough that structure fields are not permitted to develop to a damaging
level.

Figure 1 illustrates the amplitude control feedback circuit. The
IMPELA prototype utilizes two field pick-up loops within the structure.
Temperature-controlled crystal detectors convert the sampled rf signals
into amplitude envelopes which are then averaged and compared with
a sctpoinl supplied by the programmable logic controller (PLC). A
gated proportional-integral (PI) controller processes the amplitude error
signal to produce the required attenuation setting for a PIN modulator
in the drive chain. Thus, the rf drive power is automatically adjusted
to bring the structure fields to the desired amplitude independent of
beam current, pulse length, or frequency tuning errors. The gated PI
co.itroller forms the heart of the loop. Wideband, 6 MHz, proportional
control provides rapid correction for small disturbances, while over a
microsecond timeframe, the gated integrator corrects larger
disturbances and drift. Bandwidth constraints imposed by the rf drive
chain and by the loop transit time prohibit use of a large proportional
gain. Performance need not be sacrificed if a high-gain integral term
can be obtained. To achieve the necessary integral gain without
overshoot, the controller employs inter-pulse memory and staged
deployment of controller terms.

A portion of the mid-pulse integral control term is stored for use as the
initial value with the next pulse. Fast yet smooth pulse turn-on is
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Fig. 1 Amplitude control circuit.

accomplished by first applying the drive power as stored in the
integrator memory and engaging the proportional control action. After
a delay of 4 us the integral term is engaged. Thus, the integrator acts
only when the field is close to the desired strength and upsets at the
leading edge of each pulse arc avoided. A comparison of intra-pulse
performance with and without feedback control is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Illustrating structure field level control.

Clearly, closed loop control is required. Operating experience has
shown that the controller can be readily tuned to regulate the rf voltage
within 2% following a 6 us pulse rise and settling time. Minor
overdrive is observed yet there is no overshoot of structure field. The
extent of this overdrive is adj. ;table. The limiting factors in
minimising rise time are the maximum available rf power and the peak
voltage rating of the drive line, which prevents the use of large
overdrive.
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I-10/1 BEAM DELIVERY SYSTEM

V.A. Mason and R.W. Davis

INTRODUCTION

1-10/1 is a 10 MeV, 1 kW electron beam irradiator which incorporates
a 270° bend spot scan beam delivery system. The design is based on
the Therac-25 Radiation Therapy Machine. 1-10/1 is the first irradiator
built under the Accelerator Business Unit's technical program. The
irradiator is currently installed at Ihe Whiteshcll Laboratories where it
is being used to investigate applications of electron beam irradiation.

The basic components of the irradiator, which is operated by an
automatic control system, are an electron gun, an accelerator structure
and a beam delivery system. The beam delivery system, shown in
Fig. 1 , consists of all the beam transport components downstream from
the accelerator structure. It transports the electron beam leaving the
accelerator to the product or target, and deposits the electrons over the
product surface with the required dose distribution.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Leaving the accelerator structure, the electron lieam passes through a
thin (1.0 cm) quadrupole singlet lens that constricts the beam in the
270° bend vacuum chamber to minimize beam loss. The beam passes
through a current measuring toroid, a steering assembly and a
quadrupole doublet lens. A 270° magnet then bends the beam from the
horizontal to the vertical direction. Beyond the 270° bend, the beam
passes through a second beam current toroid, a beam position monitor
and then a scanning electromagnet. The current measured by the
second toroid indicates the irradiator beam current and, with the energy
defined by the bending magnet, the beam power of the 1-10/1.

Finally, the beam leaves the irradiator through a vacuum/air interface
window at the base of the scan horn. The target product surface is
located 15 cm below the window.

Automatic operation of the 1-10/1 beam delivery system is achieved
using a GEC GEM 80/252 programmable industrial process controller.

Bending Magnet and Energy Analyzer The 270° beam bending magnet
is required lo deliver the beam, without energy dispersion, vertically
downwards or sideways to the product from the horizontally mounted
accelerator structure, and to serve as an electron energy analyzer.

An energy analyzing scraper is located 100° into the bend to restrict the
electron energy to less than Ihc 10 MeV limit for food irradiation and
provide beam energy control via a feedback loop lo the magnetron
drive circuit. A quadrupole doublet focuses the beam to a waist,
measured normal to the bending plane, at the high-energy limiting
scraper of the 270° bending magnet. Beyond the scraper, the
dispersion is reversed and the beam completes its achromatic bend.
The stigmatic properties of the quadrupole doublet compensate for those
inherent in the 270° bending magnet. With the scraper positioned at
100° into the bend, bremsstrahlung, emitted with energies up lo
10 MeV, is directed away from the product to avoid activation.

The main coils of the electromagnet are wound around two sets of pole
pieces. Trim coils are located around the second poles; these arc used
to centre the beam after the 270° bend. The trim-coil current is
controlled by feedback from a beam position monitor beyond the 270°
bend. With no field in the bending magnet, the beam leaves the

irradiator through a 0.075 mm thick titanium window on the accelerator
structure axis. A Faraday cup at this window can measure the
accelerated beam current for calibration of the beam current loroid

Beam Scanner After passing around the 270" bend, the beam passes
between the poles of a beam scanning electromagnet. Here, four coils
generate an osciliating dipole field between two pole pieces, causing the
beam to sweep from one side of the target product to the other in the
plane of the 270° bend. The scanner is magnetically shielded to avoid
beam disturbance upstream. At 4 Hz scan frequency at full power (300
pulses per second), 38 overlapping pulses are laid across the product.

The beam scanner is located at the neck of an evacuated scan iiom.
within which the beam sweeps back and forth before reaching the
product. A scan horn is used on 1-10/1 to avoid the production of
excessive amounts of ozone and oxides of nitrogen, electron energy
losses and scattering by collisions in air, and excessive local healing at
the window. A 60 L/s ion pump evacuates the scan horn and the beam
delivery end of the irradiator.

Finally, the beam leaves the irradialor through the 0.25 mm thick
aluminum window. Screened electron detector probes mounted outside
the window sense the beam edges during scanning. The signals from
the probes arc used to maintain the scanning beam central in the
aluminum window, and to control the scan width to ensure a constant
dose distribution across the product.

Computer modelling predicts ihat the beam leaving the accelerator
structure translates into an ellipse at the product having major and
minor axes of 1.1 cm and 0.9 cm after full deflection in the scanner.
Experiments during commissioning of 1-10/1 have shown that scattering
in the window and air gap can increase the beam radii lo 2.7 cm and
2.5 cm at the product surface.
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[MPELA BEAM TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

V.V Mason and R.W. Davis

INTRODUCTION

Three beam delivery systems have been designed for IMPELA. The
prototype, for development use, is a spot-scan arrangement with no
bend in the beamlinc. Industrial beam delivery systems may have a
270° bend spot-scan arrangement, similar to that used on the 1-10/1
irradialor, except that the scan plane would probably be normal to the
270° bending plane. An alternative beam dispersal arrangement will
also be developed employing beam spreading with dc magnets.

1MPELA-10/50 SPOT-SCAN BEAM DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Zero Decree Bend Beam Delivery System A quadrupole triplet lens
focuses the beam to a waist near an electromagnetic scanner, beyond
which the beam spreads to a spot approximately 10 cm diameter in the
product plane. An energy-analyzing magnet is included after the
accelerator structure to provide beam diagnostics. A beam position
monitor located before the scanner is used for mechanical alignment
and to ensure the analyzing magnet field is set to zero. A second set
of beam position monitors outside the scan horn window controls the
scan amplitude and uniformity of dose distribution at the target product.
A toroid mounted around an isolated section of the vacuum assembly
measures beam current. Total beam power and delivered current are
measured using an instrumented water-cooled beam dump.

A macropulse scanner is being developed as an alternative to the
IMPELA spot scanners. This is a high-speed scanner that sweeps each
200 ^s pulse across the product conveyor. The fast-changing magnetic
field is obtained by including the scan coils in a scries resonant circuit.
The beam is deflected across the product as the sinusoidal scanner field
sweeps linearly through zero.

270° Bend Beam Delivery System The 270° bend spot-scan beam
delivery system is similar to that used on the I-10/1 irradiator.
However, in the case of the IMPELA beamline the scanning plane is
normal to the 270° bending plane. The size of beamline components
in IMPELA is twice those on the MO/1. Also, the vacuum system
walls must be protected and cooled to avoid beam contact damage.

A quadrupole doublet lens, after the accelerator structure, controls the
beam size in the 270° bending magnet, and with the edge focusing from
the bending magnet provides a monoenergctic focus at the energy
analyzing slits of the bending magnet. Steering coils beyond the
quadrupole lens, controlled by a beam position monitor, guide the
electron beam into the electromagnetic dipole scanner located after the
bending magnet. Trim coils near the second pole of the bending
magnet correct the steering of the beam to follow the dc iign trajectory.

Two quadrupole lenses positioned after the 270° bending magnet
control the size of the beam spot at the product and confine the beam
between the poles of the scanner. Toroids are used to measure the
beam current as it enters and leaves the bending magnet. Beyond the
beam position monitor, the electron beam enters the scanner and scan
horn assembly. The characteristics of the beam dispersal quadrupoles
and scan magnet poles provide a constant beam spot size at the product
independent of scan angle. The major axis of the titanium foil window
of the horn is oriented vertically, with the 270° bending plane
horizontal. Flux monitor probes located outside the scan horn window

sense the position and scan width of the beam. Beam monitor signals
are used for automatic control of the beam delivery system.

Figure 1 shows the computed beam width along the beam deliver)'
system. The beam current density in the window material is similar to
that in the 1-10/1, which operates satisfactorily without cooling.
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Fig. 1 Beam widths for IMPELA spot-scan beam delivery system

Emittance changes during the life of IMPELA can be accommodated by
magnetic field adjustments in the quadrupole assemblies to provide a
constant beam spot size at the product. Compensation for such changes
can be achieved automatically by the control system.

IMPELA BEAM DISPERSAL

Spot scanning, as used in the beam delivery systems described above,
is feasible for a SO kW machine only when high product doses arc
required. The most versatile beam delivery system for IMPELA is
beam dispersal where, after energy analysis, the beam is spread by
stat:c magnetic fields to provide the required dose uniformity across the
product conveyor.

A simple magnetic quadrupole beam dispersal produces an elliptical
irradiated area at the target plane, which results in non-uniformity of
dose outside the ± 3 % requirement. The reference design for the beam
dispersal therefore uses additional' earn folding dipolcs which fold back
the edges of the ellipse and produce a dose distribution of the desired
uniformity.
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THE USE OF A PLC IN A LINAC CONTROL SYSTEM

B. White, C.B. Lawrence*, N.H. Drcwell", T. Hinds', S.T. Craig

The control systems for the IMPELA-10/50 and the 1-10/1 accelerators
must control industrial irradiation facilities with high reliability and
availability under the supervision of a semi-skilled operator.
Automation of operation sequences and intervention via interlocks ind
alarms to enforce safe operation must be achieved with equipment '.hat
can be maintained in any modern industrial setting.

A pulsed linear accelerator differs from a conventional industrial
system in that it operates on a microsecond time scale and at a pulse
repetition frequency of hundreds of hertz. The control system must
supervise the pulsed operation of the accelerator, and by monitoring
averaged samples of the pulsed parameters, apply the necessary control
algorithms and alarm thresholds. For the long-pulse IMPELA, the
control system model presumes that the accelerator produces mono-
energetic, rectangular beam-current pulses, with minor pulse-to-pulse
variability.

The pulsed parameters of the accelerator arc sampled synchronously
in every pulse (pulse repetition period 4 ms), and the signals arc
conditioned by a 512 ms filter before being applied in the control
system program. The control program cycles through the monitoring
sequence depicted in Fig.l every 100 ms. The control loops and
alarms are specified to be consistent with this time sequence. The
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Fig. 1 Control program cycle.

IMPELA prototvpc control system has 121 analog inputs, 28 ?na!og
outputs, 116 discrete inputs, and 80 discrete outputs, plus interfaces to
intelligent instruments. At present, five proportional-integral (PI)
control loops arc closed in software, and one fast hardware loop is
used.

Many different computer-based control systems have been developed
for research and medical accelerators. Application to an industrial
environment imposes special requirements that include:

- standard protocols for control loops and process alarms,

- restrictions on software modification once the process is
commissioned,

- compatibility with industrial maintenance and product support
procedures,

- compatibility of ll.e input/output system with the industrial
environment, and

- compatibility with standard automated factory networks.

The most common approach to automation in industrial environments
uses Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). These arc available from
many sources and cover a wide range in performance. PLCs were
developed to replace relay panel logic and process analog control
instruments. Most PLCs do not require forced cooling and program
storage is usually in battery-backed static RAM to avoid using
information storage with moving parts.

Many modern PLCs do not share program and data memory space.
They do not apply interrupts in the control program. The input/output
systems arc varied, many offer distributed intelligence, high-reliability
communication schemes, and high tolerance to electromagnetic
interference. Most are configured from modules that may be
interchanged for diagnosis and returned to service by industrial
technologists without intervention by the manufacturer's service staff.

Formerly, PLCs were programmed in a variant of "Ladder Logic"
wherein convcnlional relay logic is emulated graphically in the program
development environment. The trend is for PLCs to move closer to
high-level language programming. The ladder logic approach allows
only limited support for program constructs such as subroutines and for
mathematical computations.

The real-time debugging and development support available with most
PLCs is powerful. The programmer may load a revised application
program without interrupting an active process. Inspection and control
of registers in real time is effective for commissioning and test. The
critical strength of PLC performance in process control is the robust
nature of the hardware and software system. The control program
operates under a stric' scheduler, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
interaction of control logic with input/output updates is fully
synchronous. Communication with external devices such as
supervisory computers, man-machine interfaces and data loggers lakes
place in controlled time windows. Updating of the input/output
information and execution of the control program is not inhibited by
external demands for data.

The system selected for the IMPELA-10/50 prototype is a GE-
FANUC, Series Six Plus PLC, with three GE GENIUS bus interfaces
for input/output with 48 modules. The GENIUS bus modules provide
discrete I/O (24 V, 110 V) and analog I/O. Each analog modulc
supports 4 inputs and 2 outputs with 13 bit resolution, each of which
may be 0 to 5 or 10 V, 4-20 mA, 1-5 V, ±5 or ±10 V, each with
separate 13 bit to 16 bit linear gain functions, and each input with a
separate filler. The PLC interfaces with two Man Machine Interfaces
(IDT Classicmate II), an IBM PC-AT running a datalogger program
(lulellution FIX), and a program dcvH-p,Tnent station (IBM PC-AT
running GE Logiemaslcr 6). All function during operation of the
accelerator.

"Accelerator Business Unit 'Instrumentation and Control Branch



A DISTRIBUTED FAST PROTECTION SYSTEM FOF iMPELA

B White, G. Frketich, M.P. Simpson, N.H. Drewcll'

INTRODUCTION

The IMPELA industrial electron linac irradiator requires a high-power
rf system to excite the 1.3 GHz resonant standing wave accelerator
structure. In the IMPELA-10/50 the 100 kV power modulator supplies
2 MW peak, 150 kW average rf power to the system components and
high-speed fault detection and power switching is required to prevent
damage to the modulated-anode klystron, the waveguide and circulator,
and the accelerating structure during fault conditions.

IMPELA FAST PROTECTION

The IMPELA control system is based on an industrial programmable
logic controller (PLC), which alone is not fast enough to provide the
high-speed protection for the high voltage and rf power systems. The
IMPELA High Speed Machine Protection (HSMP) system provides the
required speed but operates under the supervision of the PLC.

The HSMP system consists of a set of optically isolated current loops
driven from sources in the control room. Each loop runs via a low
capacitance, shielded twisted-pair cable through its own set of fault
detection modules and appropriate high-speed switch actuators. A fault
detectf.i1 by any one of the loop modules causes the loop to be opened,
which operates the actuators in that loop. The loop current is 9.5 mA
and each loop may contain up to six detection modules and two action
modules. Table 1 summarises the three loops installed in the IMPELA
prototype and Fig. 1 illustrates a typical loop interconnection. The rf
power loop modules respond to faults in the waveguide and circulator
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Fig. 1 Schematic HSMP loop.

system, the gun loop modules protect the system from beam spill
damage and the high-voltage loop not only triggers the high-voltage
crowbar switch to drain the stored high-voltage energy but also opens
the other loops.

Each signal that might initiate protective action is conditioned, buffered
and sent to the relevant HSMP module. Pulsed signals conditioned

with pulse-synchronous sampling for acquisition by th: PLC arc
transmitted to the HSMP module without bandwidth redu:tion. Trip
threshold logic may include status signals from other HSlvf P modules
To minimise the rate of fiUe-trips, a trip condition is validated by a
timed holdup (typically l to 16 /is). Each timer duration is selected to
reflect the noise and settling characteristic time for the measurement
and the severity of the condition rer resented by the trip. Loop
signalling times are typically 2-4 ̂ s f 100 m cable length.

II"a trip condition is validated, and the loop is closed, then the module
detecting the fault condition opers the loop and sets a latch to enable
the PLC to detect the source of the trip. Following an HSMP event,
the PLC resets the loop by applying a reset signal to all modules that
may open the loop, including the head end (current source; module
The head end module may open the loop for alarms or test pu -poses t y
shunting the current source.

Experience during commissioning of the accelerator has pit ven the
modular loop design to be flexible, reliable and simple to amend.

Table I

HSMP Loop

High Voltage

Rf Power

Number of
Signals

6

5

Number of
Trip Levels

11

6

Ac

2-+

1

Gun Current 6 5 1

(+ denotes that the HV loop opens the rf and gun HSMP loops)

SELF-TRIGGERED CROWBAR

The Thomson-CSF TH 2115 modulatcd-anode klystron is operated at
90 kV, with a 54 A cathode pulse current, and is rated for putsc
durations up to ! ms. The charge for current pulses up to 250 jts long
is delivered by a 4 JJF capacitor bank (see Fig. 2). Each of the 4
capacitors are protected with a 40 0 surge resistor. Their common
terminal is isolated from the klystron with a 40 0 resistor. This
10 fi/40 0 voltage divider provides a means of extinguishing the
klystron current with a triggered spark gap (crowbar) connected in
parallel with the NWL HV power supply (100 kV, 4 A).

The crowbar is triggered by the opening of the HV HSMP loop, which
also disables the HV power supply by stopping SCR trigger pulse
generation (fast), and opening the 2.4 kV AC mains vacuum contactor
(slow).

The HSMP loop opening triggers the Haefely crowbar spark gap. and
closes the fast Ross HV switch. The time from the HSMP loop event
signal to the onset of the spark gap discharge is of the order of 6 jis.
The Ross switch closes in 7 ms. Since the maximum re-trigger rate of
the Haefcly triggered spark gap is 1 Hz, the Ross switch is required lo
shunt any follow-on current developed by the HV power supply. A
second mechanical switch, a Ross shorting switch, disables the HV
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system in the case of a power failure and provides a reliable, safe off-
state. This switch closes in several hundred milliseconds following the
interruption of AC power.

The Hacfely spark gap and the Ross switches are housed in an
aluminum shielded enclosure. All interface signals through the
enclosure walls are at 50 V levels via EMI feed-throughs. The 3-phase
AC power for the crowbar enclosure enters via an EMI filter.

Testing of the triggered upark gap was conducted with an oil-filled test
gap in place of Ihe klystron. Arcs were generated either by applying
an over-voltage to the gap, or mechanically closing the gap via an
insulated lever. Performance of the system during these tests
demonstrated that the triggering scheme for the Haefely spark gap was
not effective during a very high current discharge. The transients
associated with a discharge of over 1 kA either depleted the stored
charge in the trigger amplifier or swamped any trigger pulse
developed.

Configuring the Haefcly triggered spark gap with the trigger electrode
sphere at the negative high potential enables the gap to operate in a
self-triggering mode. In this case, the disturbance developed y the
test discharge transient produces an arc from the sphere to the trigger
electrode. Over a limited range of operating voltage (for a given
sphere spacing) this is sufficient to cause the breakdown of the spark
gap. In this case, the crowbar discharge develops before the HSMP
loop-generated trigger pulse is applied.

Under less demanding conditions, such as a klystron current greater
than 60 A, but less than ] kA, the HSMP generated trigger pulse is
effective. The crowbar action during tests was checked with a metal
foil near ground potential in the discharge circuit, while the current in
the spark gap path was monitored with a toroidal transformer. If the
current exceeded 400 A, a "Crowbar Fired" status was reported to the
PLC, and the HV HSMP loop was opened. This permitted separating
spark gap over-voltage conditions or self-trigger events from other HV
HSMP events. If the Ross HV switch should be closed before the
HSMP loop cpened, the status was reported to the PLC, and the HSMP
loop opened.

The value of the series resistance of 50 0 to the klystron is intended to
ensure that arc currents are less than 2 kA. For currents in this range,
the voltage developed in arcs to copper surfaces in vacuum are less
than 50 V. For a 4 fiF capacitor at 90 kV, the stored charge is 0.36
coulombs. This provides for a maximum of 18 J to be deposited in the
klystron without crowbar action. The klystron manufacturer prescribes
a maximum of 20 J deposited in the klystron during an arc.

During commissioning and tests of the accelerator, the HV HSMP
system has been exercised by arcs in the modulator/klystron and has
been shown to operate reliably.
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IMPELA SAFETY SYSTEM DESIGN

F.P. Adams

The IMPELA-10/50 accelerator produces a 50 kW electron beam at an
energy of 10 McV. Brief exposure (under one minute) to scattered
radiation from the beam delivery system could prove fatal. The
accelerator also shares the hazards common to all major industrial
equipment.

IMPELA is intended for industrial applications, and therefore requires
simple and effective safety measures. Starting with equipment which
has been engineered for industrial safety, remaining requirements are
satisfied by interlocks, cither mechanical or electronic.

The safety system design incorporates the following points:

(1) The shielding is designed to yield acceptable radiation fields under
normal operating conditions, but some radiation penetrates the
shielding. The escaping radiation is monitored, and the machine
is shut down if the level becomes unacceptable. Alarm units warn
personnel of moderate radiation levels.

(2) Residual radiation in the accelerator tunnel due to equipment and
shielding activation is monitored, and tunnel access is denied if
high residual levels are detected. The machine will be shut down
if these exceed preset levels.

(3) Ozone concentration in the tunnel is monitored to verify the
efficacy of the ventilation system. Tunnel access is denied if
unacceptable levels of ozone are detected. The machine is shut
down if high ozone levels arc detected, indicating excess
production or faulty ventilation.

(4) The accelerator is shut down if the air flow rate falls below the
proper level.

(5) The accelerator is shut down if smoke is detected in the tunnel or
in the exhaust air duct.

(6) The accelerator is shut down if the oil level in the klystron
modulator tank falls to a level which indicates a significant tank
leak or rupture.

(7) The accelerator is shut down if the oil temperature in the klystron
modulator tank rises to a level at which there is a risk of fire.

(8) Radiation levels on the roof of the tunnel may exceed acceptable
exposure limits, and personnel are denied access to the roof
during operations. An electronic trip-wire on the roof can disable
the accelerator when personnel are in this area.

(9) Personnel must be provided with a fast way to shut down the
accelerator while they are in the tunnel. Un-trippcd emergency
slop stations provide a continuity signal serving as an interlock.
Use of an emergency stop station shuts down the accelerator by
simply unplugging this connection.

(10) Personnel must be denied access to the tunnel during operation.
The door is tied to the safety system by electrical interlocks. To
begin operation, the operator must first go to the far end of the

accelerator tunnel to set a switch and then lock the tunnel door on
leaving. The door key is required in the control room to enable the
accelerator, making entry impossible during operation

Functions (1) and (2) use redundant sensor systems. Numbers (1)
through (7) relate to monitoring of machine and site conditions, while
(8) through (10) ensure safe operation. Note that satisfying (2),(3), and
(10) requires excluding personnel from the tunnc! as well as shutting
down the accelerator.

The safety system of the IMPELA accelerator has two major
components. The mechanical component is a network of Kirk key
interlocks. This system uses hardware locks to ensure safety of the
electrical system. The electronic component is a hard-wired relay logic
system with detector inputs and control outputs. It monitors and
prevents machine-associated hazards and hazardous actions bv
personnel.

The IMPELA control system is based on a programmable logic
controller (PLC), which provides the control link between the beam
delivery and cooling system, rf power suppl and other hardware of the
accelerator. Additionally, a high-speed machine protection loop has
been built to handle eventualities for which the PLC is too slow. The
machine control system and 'he personnel safety system are kept
separate. The hard-wired safety system control signals override those
of the PLC and the high-speed machine protection system.

Redundancy can reduce the possibility of unsafe system failures, but
leads to increased maintenance and down-time resulting from failures
of the safety system during a safe condition. Redundancy on IMPELA
is limited to the doubling of relay contacts carrying signals critical to
safety. The available statistics show that this should reduce non-fail-
safe relay failures to less than one percent of all relay failures.

The implementation of redundancy and the need to meet site-specific
regulations or guard against site-specific hazards have been met by
designing the relay logic system in a modular fashion. In general, it
is expected that an industrial installation will involve a subset of the
safety system modules installed on the prototype.

Analyses show that statistically random mission failures of the
prototype's safety system (failures which prevent operation until repairs
or other adjustments arc made) can be expected to occur only 74 times
per million hours of operation.' Repair time would result in an inherent
unavailability of the accelerator due to safely system hardware failures
of 47 hours per million hours of operation. This is a good compromise
between fail-safe design and system reliability.
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A THERMAL ARRAY FOR HIGH-POWER ELECTRON DOSE DISTRIBUTIONS

D.L Smyth, B.F. White and J. Ungnn

INTRODUCTION

High-power industrial electron linacs in the 10-20 MeV range require
on-line dosimctry techniques to ensure the required degree of dose
uniformity in a wide range of products. Of particular interest are
devices that can be used to map the exposure dose on-line at high
power as operating parameters of the accelerator arc adjusted. To
enahlc accelerator commissioning without the benefit of a product
conveyor system, such devices must be able to sustain the full beam
power of the accelerator. A simple thermal array for these
measurements has been developed and tested at 10 MeV on the
IMr'ELA prototype.

ARRAY DESIGN

The thermal array consists of a series of instrumented, cooled rods
which are mounted ip front of the vacuum-air window at the end of the
beam delivery horn and intercept the accelerator beam. In the present
application the array has been used to monitor the uniformity of a
scanned beam along the scan axis. The rod diameter was chosen to be
fully stopping for the energy to be monitored. The number of rods and
their spacing can vary with application and will depend on the
resolution required.

In the array developed for the 10 MeV IMPELA prototype accelerator
twenty three 6 mm solid copper rods have been used. The rods are
280 mm in length and arc spaced across the short dimension of a scan
horn at a centrc-to-centre spacing of 40 mm. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of the array. Both ends of the rods arc brazed into a

thermocouple

water cooled
manifold

copper rods

out u
9.0 L/min

scan beam

in

Fig. 1 Schematic of the thermal array.

cooling-water header to dissipate the heat deposited by the beam. The
header diameter and water flow rate arc sufficient that all rods sec the
same effective heat sink and no correction is necessary for position in
the array. A 1.5 mm diameter stainless steel sheathed Type J
thermocouple is imbedded at the centre of each rod on the side away
from the beam. An additional thermocouple imbedded in the water
header enables differential temperature measurements and hence
determines the power input to each rod. The array is wid•..? t a n the
scan range of the beam. Signals from the thermocouples are read by
two Model 480 OMEGA Data Loggers located outside the accelerator

shielding. The loggers, each of which can monitor up to 16 data
points, are also set with upper and lower limits for each channel

MEASUREMENTS

The IMPELA accelerator operates at 10 MeV in a long-pulse mode with
average beam power up to 50 kW. The nominal pulsed beam current
is 100 mA and the average power is determined by the duty factor
Beam pulses, nominally 200 /is in length, leave the accelerator through
the vacuum-air window and arc approximately 80 mm in diameter at a
distance of 150 mm from the window. The pulses are scanned over the
length of the window at a frequency of 1-5 Hz.

The thermal array has been used on IMPELA with average beam
powers from 1 to 20 kW to measure both the scanned profile and the
beam cross-section at various distances from the window. Measurement*
show correspondence between the power density measured with the
array and that predicted on the basis of the beam current, duly cycle
and beam energy. The power density profile determined with the array
has also been compared at 1 and 20 kW with exposure dose
measurements made using red plastic (PMMA) dosimeters, with good
agreement.
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Fig. 2 IMPELA thermal scan. Crosses arc for sawtooth scan,
squares for shaped pulse drive to scan magnet.

The thermal rod array has several advantages over other dosimeters.
It affords a simple method of directly monitoring the power density
profile as a function of accelerator parameters. The thermal lime
constant of the array is of the order of a minute and a wide range of
parameters can therefore be mapped in a short period. A particular
application of the array is illustrated in Fig. 2. Scan magnets suffer
hysteresis effects, which cause an increase of the exposure dose at the
extremes of the scan. On IMPELA this problem is corrected by-
shaping the waveform of the signal fed to the scanner magncl.
Figure 2 shows the distribution determined by the array wilh the shaped
scan waveform and with a sawtooth waveform. Most industrial
applications require a uniform dose over the irradiated product. The
exposure dose will depend on how the product is presented to the
electron beam. The thermal array can be used io measure the effect of
scan waveforms rapidly for a wide variety of target products.
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NEUTRAL HELIUM BEAM SOURCE FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN

INTRODUCTION

M.S. de Jong and J.S.C. Wills

ACCEPTANCE TESTING

A source of 10-30 keV neutral helium atoms has been fabricated for an
ion temperature diagnostic for the STOR M tokamak at the Plasma
Physics Laboratory at the University of Saskatchewan. The diagnostic
method1 measures the energy spread of fast helium atoms as they
undergo small angle scattering while pussing through the plasma. This
energy spread is proportional to the plasma ion temperature. The time
dependence of the ion temperature during a tokamak shot can be
measured if a sufficient flux of atoms are available and high-speed data
acquisition systems arc used.

REQUIREMENTS

The analysis in Reference 1 shows that T,, the ion temperature, in
STOR-M can be measured with an accuracy of 10% at a temporal
resolution of 40 ps and a radial resolution of 10 mm if the neutral
helium beam meets the specifications given in Table 1.

Table 1

Measuring the properties of the neutral beam also presented some
technical challenges. A small device that was a combination of a
Faraday cup for charged particles, and a calorimeter for neutral and
charged particles, was designed. Operating the source without the
charge-exchange gas permitted calibration of the calorimeter with the
charged particle beam. Figure 1 shows the measured equivalent
current density of the neutral beam at a position corresponding to the
centre of the tokamak plasma.

The helium beam passes through a pair of biased plates between the
extraction electrodes and the charge-exchange canal. Applying a
positive voltage to these plates with respect to the canal removes the
space charge neutralization of the ion beam, causing it to diverge
rapidly. A bias of 50 V attenuates the neutral beam by over 90% .

The source has now been installed on STOR-M and all performance
characteristics have been reproduced in preparation for tokamak
experiments.

Helium Source Specifications

Energy 10-30 keV

Diameter at plasma 10 mm

Divergence (rms) 5 mrad

Equivalent Current Density 30 A/m2

Modulation Frequency 1000 Hz

Modulation Amplitude > 90%

Source to Plasma Separation > 850 mm

A standard Chalk River DuoPIGatron operated with helium gas was
used, with a 200 mm long, 8 mm diam gas charge exchange canal
placed 150 mm downstream of the decel electrode. At these energies
helium gas is also the optimum charge exchange medium, requiring the
lowest gas flow for 90% conversion of the singly charged helium ions
to fast neutral ntoms.

The most demanding aspect of the specifications is the high brightness
required. The typical source beam divergence is 12-15 mrad, much
larger than needed. As a result, much of the beam must be removed
by apertures upstream of the plasma. Attempts to achieve the desired
flux by extraction from a single aperture were unsuccessful.
Equivalent current densities of only 10 to 12 A/m2 were possible.
However, a configuration of 3 beamlcts on a 7.5 mm diameter
effectively increased the current density at the plasma position by a
factor of about 2.5, meeting all the specifications.
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Fig. 1 Equivalent current density of neutral beam measured
1.15 m from extraction plane.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE FEASIBILITY OF USING THE HERA 52 MHz CAVITIES FOR ACCELERATION

L.W Funk

INTRODUCTION

The specifications for the HERA 52 MHz cavities were developed on
the assumption that they would be used for two functions only:

1) to provide the stable regions in longitudinal phase space
("buckets") into which the beam accelerated in PETRA II would
be captured upon injection into the main ring, and

2) to compress the bunches longitudinally once the injection process
was complete, so that they would fit into Ihc buckets created by the
208 MHz rf system.

The 208 MHz rf system was expected to provide the electric fields for
acceleration and bunch compression during operation as a collider.

Discovery of the time-dependent sextupole fields arising from variation
in the persistent currents in the superconducting dipole magnets led to
a reduced estimate of the transverse acceptance available in the main
ring at injection. The reduction was such that significant beam loss
couJd be expected from the momentum spread increase associated with
the bunch compression in the 52 MHz rf system. Since some
compression is essential to prevent beam loss in longitudinal phase
space when the 208 MHz rf system is turned on, some change in
operating procedure was required.

The traditional solution of increasing the injection energy was not
feasible at the late stage of construction, and it was decided to sec if the
early stages of acceleration (up to 100-200 GcV) could be handled by
the lower frequency rf system, thereby deferring the compression
process to a higher energy, where the momentum spread would be
reduced relatively. It was also anticipated that the dynamic aperture
would be increased at the higher dipole and quadrupole fields.

DETERMINATION OF FEASIBILITY

The main concerns in determining whether the HERA 52 MHz rf
system would be capable of accelerating the proton beam to 200 GeV
were.

1) What gap voltage should be provided, and could this voltage be
provided with the needed stability of amplitude and phase?

2) How much power should be supplied to the beam, and would that
much power be available?

The specifications for the HERA main ring call for acceleration to a
maximum energy of 820 GeV in a period of 375 s. The bunch
revolution frequency is 47.32 kHz. The average energy gain per turn
required for this is 44 keV. The major constraint on the gap voltage
is that the bucket area remain relatively constant during the acceleration
process, to avoid problems associated with longitudinal cmittancc
growth.

synchronous phase, e is the electron charge, V is the peak accelerating
voltage, E is the particle energy, h is the harmonic number (the ratio
of the rf frequency to the bunch revolution frequency, i.e 1100),

V = (2)

where 7 is the relativistic factor, and 7, is the value of 7 at transition
(characteristic of the particular lattice design). For the HERA proton
ring, it is 27.6. The tabulated function a(V) is called the "moving
bucket factor" and describes the reduction in bucket area associated
with acceleration.

Requiring that the bucket area be kept constant leads to:

[a2(D]/r =

Ignoring space charge, the bucket area (A) is given by:

A = 16/3-a(r)-(cVE/2rhTj) (1)

(3)

where the i subscripted quantities denote initial conditions, and are,
respectively, 26.4 keV, 40.01 GeV and 7.627 • 10 '. Since the product
VP is determined by the required acceleration, it is only necessary' to
solve this equation for the required values of V and T at each value of
E that is of interest. Four cases were studied. For the first three,
values for the energy gain per turn larger than the minimum possible
value were assumed. Many factors can lead to the need for increased
acceleration rates, the most obvious being time lost to adiabatic lurn-on
of acceleration and non-linear magnet ramps. The fourth case assumes
a much slower acceleration rate, since large accelerations rates yield
short bunch lengths and large momentum spreads, complications which
the process under consideration was intended to avoid. It should be
noted that V always decreases monotonically. and •}>, always increases
monotonically from the values at the start of acceleration.

CONCLUSIONS

In all four cases the required voltages fall well within the nominal
operating range of the rf systems, thus there will be no problem in
delivering the voltage or maintaining the required stability in phase and
amplitude. The additional power required is well within the capability
of the system. In fact, the nonzero synchronous phase will reduce the
reactive power wasted during beam loading compensation, and the new
mode may well be easier on the system than the collider mode, which
requires 300 kV circumferential voltage at zero synchronous phase.
There may be a small drop in open loop gain, but the system has a
safety margin of 40%.

The original scheme called for the maintenance of a bunch length of
2.16 m during injection, with a rapid reduction to 1.4 m at the end of
injection, to minimize the beam loading on the 208 MHz cavities. The
new scheme will increase beam loading effects on the 208 MHz system,
as there will be an extended period of 90 s when the bunch length wili
be significantly less than 2.16 m, while the synchronous phase must
remain zero. The adiabaticily of the process (time constants for any
change long compared with a synchrotron period) is guaranteed by the
filtering built into the voltage sctpoinl network.

In conclusion, accelerating the proton beam to 200 GeV, or higher,
should not pose any difficulties for the 52 MHz rf syslcm.

wherc B is v/c. c is the speed of light, V is sin "t>,. $, is the
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MICRO-COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR THE HERA 52 MHz RF SYSTEMS

M.S. de Jong and A.B. Hood

INTRODUCTION

The MULTIBUS-bascd computer control systems used on the PETRA
II and HERA 52 MHz rf systems have recently been commissioned at
DESY These rf systems were delivered as turnkey systems. The
computer system was selected to provide the broadest flexibility during
rf system development. Further, the computer system could replace
many of the hard-wired control functions usually found in such rf
systems, so all control and interlock functions were implemented using
the computer except those involving personnel safety or very fast time
response. Effectively, the computer systems make the PETRA and
HERA rf systems look like large "smart" instruments, providing all the
signal conditioning, digitizing, and scaling requirements.

HARDWARE

Each MULTIBUS computer system consists of INTEL'S iSBC 186/03A
processor board and iSBC 519A 72-channel digital input-output board,
and Data Translation's DT 712 64-channel analog input board and DT
728 8-channel analog output board. These are supplemented by a
custom interface to the SEDAC system in use at DESY, and by
appropriate signal conditioning hardware. However, details of the
systems are different between PETRA and HERA.

In PETRA, the processor board uses 128K EPROM and 128K RAM.
This system also uses an analog input and output range of 0-5 V, with
custom signal conditioning designed to convert all analog signals to this
range. All digital signals are optically isolated from the computer for
electrical transient protection. In HERA the processor board uses
128K EPROM and 256K RAM with a floppy disk and controller
designed into each computer system. These computer systems arc
located 300 m from the rf amplifiers and cavities, presenting more
difficulties in signal conditioning. Analog Devices 3B scries of isolated
4-20 mA current loop modules were finally selected for all computer
control analog signals. Similarly, all computer control digital signals
are isolated using standard CRYDOM modules.

SOFTWARE

The software is completely written in PLM-86, INTEL'S system
programming language, and the iRMX-86 real-time multi-tasking
operating system is used on each of the computers. Software was
developed using an INTEL 310 development system for editing,
compiling and linking. The computer cuntrol system then loaded the
linked modules from a bootstrap floppy disk. After all the testing was
complete, the final software was burned in EPROM's. EPROM's were
used for the production version of the software because of their long-
term reliability.

The software is broken down into 4 main components: a memory-
resident data base and associated tasks, a set of tasks for implementing
a finite state machine, local control tasks and remote control. The data
base contains the current status of all digital and analog input and
output values, along with information on trip conditions, engineering
unit conversions for analog signals, signal names and error messages.
All digital values arc updated every 20 ms and all analog values arc
updated every 100 ms. The finite-stale machine concept permits a
simplification of the operation of the rf system. The control system

only permits the rf system to be in a specific si* of 5 different states.
Only a limited number of transitions between the states are permitted,
and almost all control functions are based on these transitions. Fault
trip response was limited to selecting the safe state in the event of a
fault. The local control tasks handle operator commands from the local
control console, allowing the operator to display the system status,
choose an operating state for the rf system, and update selected output
values. The remote control tasks permit a similar set of operator
commands from the main DESY control computers.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

The operation has proven to be very reliable. On PETRA, only one
computer-based hardware fault occurred, and that during a power surge
in a lightning storm when the system was off. In that case, a RS-232
line driver was damaged. No hardware faults of any kind occurred on
the HERA system.

Overall fault response time is 50 to 70 ms for digital trips and 150 to
200 ms for analog trips, indicating a response latency of about 50 to
100 ms. These response limes were determined using a digital
oscilloscope to measure the time between the occurrence of a spark in
the cavity and the rf drive being switched off.

There were some early difficulties with the software during the
development phase on PETRA. These were traced to incorrect use of
some operating system features that were difficult to find in a multi-
tasking environment. More care, and use of real-time debugging
tools, v lificantly reduced the problems in HERA. Significantly,
although •;,»• rf system relies almost completely on the computer
system f<~* all interlocking, no damage has occurred to the rf system
because of computer failures. The computer systems have been used
frequently for unattended operation overnight and on weekends, even
during the rf system testing phase in HERA.

The conceptual simplification produced by using an extended finite-
state machine model for the rf system kept the breakdown of rf system
sequencing and error handling to a very manageable level. This
provided a clear analysis essential for everyone who worked on the
development of the rf system. The importance of this cannot be
underestimated when trying to produce a control system with high
reliability.
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VACUUM AND MULTIPACTOR PERFORMANCE OF THE HERA 52 MH/. CAVITIES

R.J. Burton, M.S. de Jong and L.W. Funk

INTRODUCTION

Two 52 MHz radio frequency systems, including cavities and control
systems, for the acceleration of protons in the main HERA ring were
fabricated and tested at Chalk River as part of a contribution from
Canada to the construction phase of HERA. Both systems have been
delivered and installed in the ring at DESY in Hamburg, West
Germany.

Specifications for the 52 MHz systems call for a total circumferential
voltage range of 30 to 290 kV, or 15 to 145 kV per cavity, during
capture and acceleration cycles. The high electric fields in the gap
region precluded the use of a ceramic window as a vacuum envelope on
the beam line and led to the choice of an evacuated cavity design.
Beam lifetime in the storage ring calls for vacuum pressures in the
ultra-high-vacuum regime. The cavities were fabricated entirely of
aluminum alloy. Special treatment of the aluminum surface was
necessary because the secondary electron yield coefficient of aluminum
oxide is greater than one and this, coupled with the cavity geometry,
supports resonant electron current or multipactor. Areas predicted to
be problematic by computer code NEWTRAJ' were flashed with
titanium to lower the emission coefficient to less than one. Attempts to
operate one of the cavities without the surface treatment failed.

DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The cavities were modelled after the Fermilab Dchuncher ring rf
system.2 Figure 1 illustrates the basic outline of the cavities which may
be thought of as back to back half-wave resonators loaded by an
intermediate cylinder supported on a post at the zero-field symmetry
point (TM-010 mode). The cavities were fabricated from aluminum
alloy 0O6I-T6, a good compromise of material strength, electrical and
thermal conductivity, vacuum characteristics, machining and welding
characteristics, and residual activation comparable with other materials
in the HERA installation.

All joints are welded by the gas metal arc welding process and all
welds arc internal, with the exception of the end plate to cavity wall
joints, which were the last welds to be done. The end plates have a
protruding lip where they male to the cavity wall. Multiple radial

grooves arc machined in the plates to vent entrapped gases and
providegood electrical joints over which the rf current must pass. The
intermediate cylinder and the inner conductor are double wall
assemblies with the annulus between the wal!s vented to atmosphere
Aluminum cooling tubes are located within the annulus to avoid a water
to vacuum interface. The tubes are clipped in place by straps welded
to the wall. Tests showed that stress cracking of the cold-rolled
aluminum cavity surfaces could be enhanced by unavoidable residues if
the tubes were soldered to the walls.

Each cavity has five large ports with eight-inch conflat flanges.
Aluminum conflat flanges with titanium nitride coating on the sealing
surface were used. These ports are used for the tuner and higher-order
mode damper coupling loop fcedthroughs, and the vac-ion pump. Two
spare ports provide flexibility for adding additional components and
access to the interior of the cavity. Four small ports on each end of the
cavities provide access for rf probes, vacuum gauges and diagnostic
equipment. Three rf drive loop ports are complex assemblies that have
to allow for adjustment of the loop penetration into the cavity.
Specially designed flanges and helicollex seals are used here.

The cavity fabrication was performed at Chalk River under light quality
control. Difficult weld joints were mocked up with test pieces to
determine optimum weld preparations and procedures. Each weld was
individually helium leak checked, as were sjb-assemblies and the final
assembly. No vacuum iî aks were found or any weld joints on cither
of the two cavity assemblies.

Prior to welding the end plates to the cavity, the entire *i.-uctures were
wiped with an abrasive pad (3M Scotchbrite) to remove grojs deposits
and then cleaned with a degreasing agent. The cavities were then
washed with a caustic solution to remove fatly based oils, an acidic
solution to remove oxides and finally, another weak caustic solution to
neutralize the acid residue. The structures were then flushed thoroughly
with clean water, wiped with alcohol and blown dry with dry nitrogen.
The cavity ends were then installed and any further exposure to air was
minimised.

Ion Pump
1. Intermed. Cyl.
2. Inner Cond.

(5) 3. Cavity Wall
4. End Plate
5. Support Post
6. Drive Loop
7. Tuner Port
8. HOM Port
9. Spare

I m

Fig. 1 HERA 52 MHz cavity. A,B,C indicate areas of Ti deposit.
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VACUUM SYSTEM

Vacuum pressure in the cavi:ies must be comparable to the vacuum in
the rest of the storage ring. The design goal was to achieve a base
pressure in the low 10 7 Pascal range or better. The main gas load on
the vacuum system will be thermal desorption from the large surface
area, which exceeds 12 m2 per cavity when all internal components are
considered. UnJer ideal conditions and with careful baking procedures,
outgassing rates of less than 10 '° Pascal L/s/cm! might be achieved.
During a development program, optimum surface conditions are
difficult to attain with the need for frequent venting for cavity
modification. It is expected that improvements in pressure will come
with long-term rf conditioning and heating.

The istalled pump is a 400 L/s Varian Star Cell vac-ion pump. The
pumping speed for hydrogen is higher in this type of pump than a
normal iriode pump and it has the option of adding non-evaporable
getter units which roughly double the pumping speed. The catculated
pumping speed required to reach a base pressure of 107 Pascal is
125 L/s. During the developmental stage, the system was roughed out
with a combination of rotary vane, sorplion, and 150 L/s turbo pumps.

After conditioning, the cavities were subjected to about 100 hours of
uninterrupted operation at close to full power (20 kW), during which
time outside wall temperatures reached 60°C and internal components
such as the coupling loops were probably at higher temperatures.
During the extended high-power operation, pressure in the cavities
approached 1.3*10' Pascal and continued to decline steadily. With the
rf off, the pressure had fallen to 1.0*10 * Pascal by the conclusion of
tests.

MULTIPACTOR AND RF CONDITIONING

Mullipactor problems were anticipated from the outset of the cavity
design Aluminum oxide has a secondary yield coefficient greater than
1.5, the exact value depending on layer thickness and other factors. A
substantial oxide layer would have formed during construction and the
secondary yield coefficient could be as high as 3 or 4. This, combined
with the complex cavity geometry and electromagnetic field
distribution, gives a high probability of multipactor.

7.4 kV and a conservative 1.5 yield coefficient. An area of high
probability of multipactor can be assumed where there is an increasing
production rate of secondary particles.

Areas between the inner conductor and the intermediate cylinder and the
end walls around the intermediate cylinder were predicted as
problematic for gap voltages from 5 to 35 kV. The treatment chosen
was to reduce the secondary yield in these areas by flashing titanium on
these surfaces with Ti-Ball™ (Varian Associates) units. NEWTRAJ
also predicted resonant activity between the intermediate cylinder and
the outer cavity walls for higher gap voltages between 30 and 100 kV,
and it was necessary to flash these areas with titanium to achieve
reliable operation.

To condition the cavities a fast-risetime high-amplitude rf pulse was
used to pass quickly through the energy level where the yield of
secondary particles is greatest (about 300 eV for Al2O,) and to exceed
this level in all areas of the cavity. Initially, the peak rf fields in the
cavity were limited to 1 kV but after a few hours of conditioning the
amplitude was raised to 8 kV, and to 35 kV after two days. This level
could not be improved until the area labelled "C" had been flashed with
titanium. The cavity fields could then be raised to levels approaching
200 kV at a 1 % duty factor. Within 48 hours, the peak amplitude
could be lowered to 160 kV and cw operation was achieved. During
the first stages of the conditioning process, the ion pump had to be
turned off and the system pumped with a turbo pump to get through
even the lowest level multipactor barriers. After completion of
conditioning the ion pump appears to have no effect on the operation
but, as a safeguard, the pump is turned off momentarily during the rf
turn-on procedure.

The conditioning process was continued by gradually reducing the
operating voltage in 500 volt steps and pausing to let the vacuum
recover if a pressure transient occurred. The conditioning process was
continued for over a week until stable cw operation was achieved over
the entire operating range. The increased titanium deposition time on
the second cavity system reduced the entire conditioning process on this
system to less than three days.
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Fig.2 Half-section model of HERA cavity showing resonant
trajectory for V = 7.4 kV.

The computer code NEWTRAJ simulates the resonant electron
discharge phenomena in resonatorsand predicts areas of strong resonant
discharge under a particular set of cavity conditions. The trajectory of
a particle is corr; uted and the probability of production of secondary
particles is calculated for each impact with a surface. Figure 2
illustrates a typical plot for the HERA cavities for a gap voltage of
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3 kW, 35 TO 70 MHz SOLID-STATE AMPLIFIER

S T . Craig, R./. West, P.J.P. Bunge

A wideband 3 kW CW solid-state amplifier was constructed for use
within a radio frequency servo-control loop. Loop stability demands a
drive system with short transit time and wideband frequency response.
The 3 kW driver amplifier is used as part of the HERA 52 MHz rf
system; hence, a fast pulse risetime is required to provide transient
beam loading compensation.

General amplifier specifications are summarized below:

3 dB Bandwidth
Pulse Risctime
In-band Phase Rotation
Minimum Gain, Flatness
Maximum CW output
Maximum Load VSWR
Maximum Input VSWR
Input, Output Impedance
Harmonics down by
DC Supply
DC to RF Efficiency

35 to 70 MHz
< 40 ns
< 157MHz
40 dB, ±1 dB
3 kW
2.5:1
2.5:1
50 0
>20 dB for 3rd, others >25 dB
48+2 V, 100 A
65% at full power

The amplifier uses the Motorola MRF151G TMOS power FET, which
was selected because its low capacitance (350 pF input, 225 pF output)
permits a fast responding, wideband design. The MRF151G is
packaged with two FETs on one flange for use within push-pull
amplifiers. Each FET pair has a 300 W rating; consequently, ten
300 W units were combined in parallel to produce 3 kW. Use of 10
parallel units permits graceful degradation in the event of unit failures.

The 300 W module was developed from a circuit design by Granbcrg1

and adapted to the requirements of the HERA rf system. Principal
design changes were:

• Low-inductance, high-capacitance coupling of dc supply to FET
drains to source current surges during pulsed power demand.

• Voltage stabilization and filtering used in the input bias circuit to
isolate the input from the output. This was found to be
particularly useful during pulsed operation.

• The input and output matching transformers tuned such that the
desired bandwidth was achieved without the use of local feed-
back. This gave higher gain and improved efficiency.

Eleven amplifier modules were used in all. Ten operate at levels up
tn 300 W, while one is used as a pre-driver. The pre-driver boosts the
low level input of 150 mW to 20 W to be split ten ways and distributed
to the power modules. The pre-driver is identical to a 300 W module
except for the value of a resistive inpui matching attenuator and the
bias current setting. Higher bias is used to provide greater gain and
reduced harmonics for this module, which operates well below the FET
ratings.

Power module outputs are combined by a 10-port "Totem Pole
Structure" power combiner.2 For the HERA application, a A/4
transmission line matches the 5fl combiner output to the final amplifier
input. Compact, low-inductance combiner design keeps physical line
lengths short and avoids the addition of significant capacitive
impedance correction; hence, combiner bandwidth and transit delay do
not compromise amplifier performance.

Four protective measures are used during operation. Bias voltage is
controlled by a thermistor, which is affixed to the FET flange The
thermistor reduces bias voltage with increased temperature, preventing
thermal run-away and reducing fluctuations of gain with temperature
variations. Flange temperature is independently monitored by a
solid-stale temperature-activated switch. Should the FET flange of any
module exceed 85"C, an alarm condition is generated so that external
action may be taken.

The current demand signals of each module are brought out for moni-
toring. Protective action is taken in the event of excess current or sig-
nificant current imbalance.

The most important protection used with the HERA system is a fast
(5 /<s) hardwired reverse power trip that terminates the rf input if the
reverse power at the combiner output exceeds a preset threshold.

Two 3 kW amplifiers have been successfully used as driver amplifiers
in the HERA 52 MHz rf cavity system and are now installed with the
cavities at the DESV laboratory in Hamburg, West Germany.

During the cavity commissioning, these amplifiers were subjected to
extended full-power operation into a water-cooled load. In addition,
as part of the cavity control system tests, the amplifier input frequency
was square-wave frequency modulated with the servo-controj loop
closed. Frequency deviation was greater than 6 bandwidlhs of the
resonant cavity load on the final amplifier; consequently, as the servo
loop maintained constant cavity field, large amplitude modulation was
imposed on the 3 kW amplifier output. Peak output power of 4 kW for
durations of 1 ps were observed during these tests.
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BEAM LOADING COMPENSATION FOR 52 MHz RF SYSTEMS

S T . Craig and RJ . West

Control specifications for the HERA 52 MHz rf system call for ± 2%
amplitude and ± 5° phase regulation on the accelerating Held. These
specifications are to be met during beam loading as heavy as 90% and
during non-uniform charge distribution around the synchrotron. Other
factors affecting control include:

bunch spacing (at transfer)
frequency
frequency sweep time
harmonic number
loaded Q
rf amplitude dynamic range

96.08 ns
52.03 - 52.05 MHz
> 6 s
1100
7500
21 dB

Further, physical constraints, imposed by the synchrotron installation,
require that the shortest possible cable length between control elec-
tronics and cavity be 6 m.

The acceleration cycle is sufficiently slow that the beam current can be
considered to be in quadrature with the accelerating field.
Consequently, beam loading is a reactive load to the final amplifier.
Reactive cavity power is dissipated as real power in the final amplifier.
The control system challenge is to compensate the large quadrature
beam current and simultaneously adjust the final amplifier load
impedance to avoid unreasonable power dissipation.

The method implemented for HERA and the similar PETRA II
controllers is based on schemes proposed by Pedcrsen' and Boussard.2

The overall rf systems are described by Funk.34 An rf feedback servo
loop (fast loop), a feedback resonance controller, and rf feedforward
compensation are combined (see Fig. 1) to achieve the desired per-
formance. The fast loop compares a low-power rf reference to a
sample of the accelerating voltage taken by a small field probe along
the cavity outer wall. The error signal is amplified and coupled back
into the cavity. This servo loop compensates for beam loading by
demanding a drive current that is equal but opposite to the beam
current. Without corrective action from the resonance controller, the
fast loop would reduce beam-induced voltage by a factor equal to the
open loop gain, provided adequate drive power is available.

Fast loop implementation is challenged by the multiple wavelength
transit time around the loop, which has the effect of reducing loop
phase margin. High cavity Q constrains the loop bandwidth and
reduces sensitivity to this delay-induced phase rotation. Use of a wide

band tirive chain avoids further loss of phase margin. Stability is also
challenged by drive loop and tuner resonances close to the operating
frequency. The difference between the operating frequency and these
resonances, coupled with the loop transit time, places these responses
at rather unpredictable phase angles. Successful implementation has
required adjustment of loop delay so that all resonances are stable. For
stability reasons, fast-loop open-loop gain is limited to 50 (34 dB),
which is insufficient to compensate beam transients to within
specification. A large part of the beam transients can be compensated
by correctingthe 52 MHz component using feedforward; thus, feedback
need only correct for inaccuracies in feedforward compensation.
Feedforward is implemented by determining the lime of beam arrival,
then adding a compensating component to the rf reference such that the
52 MHz component of the transient is reduced. Resonance control
manages power dissipation and average beam loading. The controller
keeps the average drive current in phase with the cavity voltage; thus,
the compensating quadrature drive current forces a detuning from
resonance such that the total of the drive and beam currents produces
the desired gap voltage, as shown in the phasor diagram (Fig. 2), where
0t is the detuning angle, Ig is the generator current, and I,, is the 52
MHz component of the beam current.

A dual channel AGC decouples resonance control from changes in
voltage sctpoint. When used in conjunction with the fast loop, it also
adjusts the mixer inputs such that the mixer output is proportional to
frequency error rather than phase error.

The controller described here has been successfully implemented for
both the PETRA II and HERA 52 MHz systems.

REFERENCES

1. F. Pedersen, IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. NS 32 (1985) 2138 - 2140.

2. D. Boussard, IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. NS 32 (1985) 1852 - 1856.

3. L.W. Funk et al. Proc. European Particle Accelerator Conf.,
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Fig. 1 Beam loading compensation (schematic). Fig. 2 Phasor Diagram.
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HERA 52 RESONANCE CONTROL SfMULATlON

S T . Craig

The PETRA resonance controller was designer without computer
simulation aids because it was considered to be non-challenging and
conventional. Experience with this controller revealed shortcomings
that led to the creation of a FORSiM' dynamic simulation for the
HERA 52 MHz system. The simulation confirmed the observed
performance of the PETRA controller, and was instrumental in the
HERA design. The HERA controller has been installed and tested.
Performance is in close agreement with the simulation, without any
adjustment to controller gain.

The purpose of the resonance controllc is to tune the resonant cavity
such that the rf drive and cavity fields are in phase; thus, the load on
the final amplifier appears to be resistive. Resonance must be found
quickly on start up, and then tracked during frequency ramps and
during heavy beam loading.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the model. A loop error signal is
derived from the phase difference between the rf drive and the cavity
field. An AGC (Automatic Gain Control) provides an error signal that
is linearly proportional to tuning frequency error, over a wide
amplitude range. A PID (Proportional - Integral - Differential)
controller drives the tuner power supply to correct the error. It is
assumed that the responses of the cavity and the fast loop arc orders of
magnitude faster than that of the tuning loop; accordingly, they arc
modelled by algebraic expressions describing the steady state.

In addition to being able to set system parameters such as controller
gain, power supply response, and df/3t characteristics, other inputs
include: gap voltage, drive frequency ramp, tuner loop gain ramp, fast
loop gain and fraction of loop closure, and PID integrator wind-up.
The PID controller can be operated as a continuous or discrete time
controller. External control over the loop gain and an offset to the
oulput signal are included so that manual control and intelligent loop
closure algorithms are possible.

The AGC is modelled as a non-linear feedback loop, and includes a PI
controller with a limited output that is applied to the voltage controlled
attenuators, whose gains are modelled by a polynomial of maximum

degree 4. The mixer is modelled by first calculating an ideal output
(|R|*sin(A0), then applying a piecewise-linear approximation of
conversion loss.

Tuner power supplies are modelled as a second-order linear system,
based on measurements on PETRA. Two 12 Hz poles are used The
tuner is modelled by a single pole, giving a time constant of 100 mi.

The cavity model is algebraic. The lumpet jnpedance at the drive
frequency, the gap voltage, and the resonant frequency are calculated
using polynomial fits and trigonometric approximations for the
frequency dependence of Ihe gain and phase of a high Q second-order
bandpass system.

Fast Loop Algebra calculates the magnitude and phase of the drive inlo
the cavity. The model accounts for drive saturation, the cavity
impedance Zc, the open loop gain G, the fraction of loop closure P, and
the amplitude setpoint S. The complex value of the rf drive is given
by:

Drv = S{(l-P) + P*G(1 + G')}/{! + P*B*Zcj

The simulation was verified by comparison with PETRA test rtrults and
used to define specifications for the AGC and PID controller. Deigns
for HERA were then exercised with step and ramp inputs and iniuil
resonance search was examined.

Figure 2 shows the response for a 100 kHz step change. The fast lrop
was open and the drive magnitude 25 kV. The measured response Une
for the same frequency step on PETRA was 10 s, close to that
predicted. The simulation predicted an 8 times reduction in lock-in
' m e and reduced rt power demand during frequency ramps. Both
predictions have been verified by the successful implementation of the
HERA rf system.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of simulation. Fig. 2 Example of simulation output
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